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THE INSIDE SCOOP

THE REAL SPLC
SPLC president, legal director
resign following complaints
of rampant sexism, racism

4
Courageous attorney won’t kow tow
to thought censors at the SPLC.
See pages 4-5

By John Friend

T

he infamous Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC)
—also known as “Hate
Inc.,” is one of the most
powerful radical left-wing
activist organizations in America. Today, however, it finds itself in total
chaos due to events that have transpired in recent weeks. Morris Dees,
the SPLC’s infamous co-founder and
leader for decades, was fired by the organization and several other highprofile executives have now resigned.
On March 13, the SPLC, which
masquerades as a civil rights group,
announced that it had fired Dees, as
this newspaper recently reported.
Few specific details have emerged regarding the subversive, anti-America
organization’s decision to sack Dees.
Top officials have said merely he
was let go for “misconduct.” Ten
days later, SPLC’s president, Richard

6
Father seeking real justice for son
arrested for attending Virginia rally.
See page 6

8
RICHARD COHEN
RHONDA BROWNSTEIN
Longtime SPLC big-wigs abandoning the sinking ship like rats.

Cohen, who was regularly consulted
by various mainstream media outlets
as an expert on “hate,” announced he
was resigning.

“After more than 30 years at the
Southern Poverty Law Center, I’ve decided to step down,” Cohen announced in a statement released on
March 23. “Other legacy civil rights organizations have transitioned to a
new generation of leaders, and I believe that we should, too.”
Shortly after Cohen’s resignation,
SPLC’s longtime legal director Rhonda Brownstein also announced her
resignation.
In his statement, Cohen announced
that Tina Tchen, Michelle Obama’s forSee HATE INC., page 14

Revival of Civil Rights era “Riot Act”
a dangerous threat to free speech.
See pages 8-9

15
Has Baltimore attorney figured out
way to end venomous reign of SPLC?
See pages 15-18.
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

I

AFP Recognizes Those Battling for Free Speech

n this week’s issue of AMERICAN FREE
PRESS, we’re featuring some exceptional organizations and individuals, who have
been taking a stand for free speech and
thought in America today. We also are setting our sights on the leading anti-free-speech
groups in this country that have been actively
working to censor and block free expression in
the U.S., the worst offender, of course, being the
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC).
We are dedicating considerable editorial
space to this, which we consider to be the
most important issue facing Americans today.
After all, without the ability to think and speak
clearly, how can we be expected to solve other
pressing matters facing this great nation, such
as immigration, joblessness, war, crime, and
poverty, to name a few of the issues plaguing
society?
As readers will see, our reports detail the
real-life consequences that have come about as
a result of radical activism on the part of
groups like the SPLC. Americans’ lives have
been destroyed. People have lost their livelihoods, they have been demonized, and their
reputations have been forever tarnished. Multiple young men are even facing lengthy prison
sentences simply because groups like the
SPLC didn’t agree with their politics.
Specifically, we’re singling out courageous
men like Baltimore attorney Glen Allen, who
lost his job a few years back after the SPLC
smeared him in his local newspaper. Glen has
launched a major lawsuit against the SPLC
and, in our opinion, has a better chance of
beating these monsters than anyone else we
know of. He is also aiming to hit the SPLC
where it hurts the most—in its pocketbook.
Then there is Thomas Gillen, who is facing

many years behind bars because he and a few
friends traveled across the country to Charlottesville, Va., to protest, among other things,
a major university tearing down a statue. AFP’s
John Friend took time out to interview Gillen’s
father, who sets the record straight about his
son and what happened during that chaotic,
lawless demonstration.
And don’t forget to check out our front page
this week, which provides more details about
the evolving scandal inside the SPLC. To anyone who has followed the sordid career of
Morris Dees and SPLC’s leadership over the
years, the reports coming out from inside the
multi-million-dollar nonprofit are no surprise.
We’ve long known that the organization is run
by a bunch of hypocrites who are interested in
one thing: money.
Now, from behind the locked and guarded
doors at its “poverty palace” headquarters in
Montgomery, Ala., SPLC staffers are accusing
the heads of the nonprofit of doing the very
things they smear others with. All of this
comes after the SPLC has spent decades lying
to much of America to convince us of their sincerity. They’ve sleazed their way into some of
the largest corporations in the world, pretending to be unbiased arbiters of “hate.”
Instead, it turns out, the critics were right.
The SPLC has been run by a coven of conmen, who treat their employees terribly while
cashing in on their finely tuned practice of excessive scaremongering, as little old ladies and
rich, white liberals fork over their hard-earned
money to a group they believed could help
keep them safe.
Truth be told, their business model worked.
The SPLC now sits on a war chest worth in excess of $400 million, much of which is report-

edly kept in offshore accounts. Why a U.S.
charity would keep the bulk of its assets in offshore accounts is unclear, but individuals in
power are beginning to sit up and take notice,
such as Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.), who is calling on the IRS to audit the group and reassess
its nonprofit status. (See page 14 for a photo
spread of what kinds of expensive bobbles
Morris Dees was able to acquire in between his
constant harassment of SPLC employees.)
The good news is, more and more Americans every day are beginning to take notice
that something’s not right. Fed up with being
told what they can and cannot say, they are revolting. They are seeking out alternative news
outlets like AMERICAN FREE PRESS, which better
reflect their values, and turning away from
major media outlets. They’re also not sitting
down and shutting up like so many did in the
past when they were smeared as a racist or a
hater.
Please read our free speech spread this
week carefully, and help support the individuals and the groups we profile in any way you
can. For full disclosure, Paul Angel, who works
with AMERICAN FREE PRESS and THE BARNES REVIEW, is on the board of directors of the FREE
EXPRESSION FOUNDATION along with film producer Merlin Miller and Georgia attorney
Randy Sheppard. See pages 15-17 for more details and please donate generously.
Never before in our history has free speech
★
been under attack like it is right now

—CHRISTOPHER J. PETHERICK
Executive Editor
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News You May Have Missed
A Taste of Their Own Medicine
In an interview with Fox News on April 2,
Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.) laid out his plan to end
the tax-exempt status of the Southern Poverty
Law Center. Cotton said he called on Congress
to investigate the nonprofit and sent a letter to
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requesting
that auditors reassess the group’s tax-exempt
status because of the group’s multiple alleged
transgressions. “The letter I sent today is just the
first step I am taking to get the IRS focused on
this serious problem. A so-called charity that
has racism and sexual discrimination problems.
It’s using that money to target political opponents. That’s not what American taxpayers are
subsidizing with tax-exempt status. Not to sexually harass every woman in your office and discriminate against migrants.”

Hate Crimes Unverified
Following the 2016 election of Donald Trump,
the far-left investigative reporting nonprofit,
ProPublica, founded “Documenting Hate,” an
unverified hate crimes database. Predominantly
funded by liberal billionaire George Soros, the
database is used by more than 100 left-leaning organizations including Google News and the
Southern Poverty Law Center. The database was
created to determine whether the frequency of
hate crimes has been isolated to certain regions
or has increased nationwide. Unfortunately, the
database is lacking credibility and dozens of nationally reported stories have later been proven
to be false. Of the 100 active media outlets included in the project, not even one is right-leaning, let alone conservative.

Green New Deal Gone
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (RKy.) and his Republican colleagues torpedoed
the ridiculous Green New Deal on March 26. Republicans defeated the proposal 57 to 0 as Democratic legislators abstained by voting present.
McConnell called the Green New Deal a socialistic ploy designed to kill the American economy
and the “only sources of energy that workingclass and middle-class families can actually afford.” Three Democrats voted against the resolution: Sens. Kyrsten Sinema (Ariz.), Joe
Manchin (W.V.), and Doug Jones (Ala.). “I think
we need to focus on real solutions that recognize
the role fossil fuels will continue to play,” McConnell said in a statement following the vote.

Electoral College Doomed?
Delaware has pledged to give its electoral
votes to the winner of the national popular vote
in the upcoming 2020 election, not to the candidate who wins that state. Democratic Gov. John
Carney signed the bill into law and in doing so

joined 13 states already part of this “popularvote” compact. The compact now has 184 of the
270 electoral college votes needed to elect the
president. Critics fear this will circumvent the
Constitution, unfairly redirect candidates’ attention toward metropolitan areas, and lead to
tyranny of the majority.

Wikipedia was originally intended to be an online
depository of information where unbiased public
sources write up and curate entries. Instead, the
site has been taken over by far-left activists, who
write leftist bunk and ban critics.

Ocasio-Cortez is Unlikeable

The bad news is that almost half of Americans
approaching retirement have nothing saved in
their retirement accounts. The good news is that
the latest estimate from the Government Accountability Office (GAO) is slightly better than
a few years earlier. Of those 55 and older, 48%
had nothing put away in a 401(k)-style defined
contribution plan or an individual retirement account, according to a GAO estimate for 2016
that was released on March 26. That’s an improvement from the 52% without retirement
money in 2013.

A March Quinnipiac University Poll of 1,358
voters, evenly split between Republicans and
Democrats, showed approval of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) is decreasing. She received a “negative 23-36% favorability rating”
and 38% were not familiar enough with her to
form an opinion. Some 33% of those polled think
she’s been good for the Democratic party; 36%
believe the opposite. Earlier in the month a
Gallup poll also showed Ocasio-Cortez’s unfavorable rating spike, with 41% of respondents in
that poll giving her an unfavorable rating.

Mass Unemployment Coming?
By 2025, more than 4 million commercial robots will be installed in over 50,000 warehouses,
according to a report by ABI Research. That figure represents a massive expansion of the market from the situation in 2018, when an estimated 4,000 warehouses were found to be using
robots. ABI says the rapid rate of adoption will
be driven by the need for flexible, efficient, and
automated e-commerce fulfillment as same-day
delivery becomes the norm. It will also lead to
millions of unemployed Americans.

Like, Whatever
Students at Hofstra University in Long Island,
N.Y., demanded on Friday that the school remove a statue of Thomas Jefferson. The reason?
One student reportedly told a local reporter during a protest: “So we just felt like, in addition to
just Thomas Jefferson being a slave owner and
a, um, sexual predator, and just, you know, awful, [the statue] is now an unavoidable thing.”
The university responded to the students’ demands by informing them that the statue wasn’t
going anywhere. “I have decided that the
Thomas Jefferson statue will remain where it is,”
said University President Stuart Rabinowitz in a
statement last May.

Leftist Bunk
A recent report at far-left news and commentary website “Huffington Post” revealed that a
paid “WhiteHatWiki.com” Wikipedia editor, Ed
Sussman, was being paid by media clients such
as NBC and Axios to help diminish critical material in their Wikipedia entries. According to the
“Huffington Post,” paid editors operating similarly to Sussman have worked on behalf of CNN
and other tech companies, among other clients.

Not Saving Enough for Retirement

UFO Sighting?
An unidentified flying object seen plummeting
toward Earth on March 19 has left Air Force officials baffled, according to media reports.
Footage, filmed in Anchorage, Alaska, shows
what looks like two plumes of black smoke trailing a mysterious object, which appears to have a
light guiding its way. Military aircraft operate out
of Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, but spokeswoman Erin Eaton told reporters that the sighting has nothing to do with them. “That doesn’t
look like any of our planes,” she said. Officials
from the Federal Aviation Administration added
that the object in the video was not an aircraft
and that the agency hadn’t received any reports
of aviation issues at the time of the sighting.

Doing Away With Painkillers?
UK researchers have uncovered an unlikely
genetic mutation in 71-year-old Jo Cameron of
Scotland. Cameron does not experience physical
pain, scarring, or emotional distress in life-threatening situations. One of Cameron’s two mutations was found in a gene called Fatty Acid
Amide Hydrolase which is well known to pain researchers but had never been seen in this painsuppressing capacity. Researchers are studying
Cameron in the hope this mutation will reduce
the need for painkillers in the 330 million patients who require surgery annually. In addition
to this unprecedented pain tolerance, Cameron
has never experienced anxiety or depression.

Ebola Outbreak
Reuters reported in late March that Congo’s
Ebola outbreak is spreading at its fastest rate
yet, eight months after it was first detected, according to the World Health Organization. The
current outbreak is believed to have killed 676
people and infected 406 others. Another 331 patients have recovered.
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Attorney Filing Unique Lawsuit
Against SPLC Speaks With AFP
Glen Allen’s stellar professional career nearly ruined by vindictive hate group
Glen K. Allen, an attorney in Baltimore, Maryland, is the plaintiff in a
lawsuit he filed in December 2018 in
federal court in Maryland against Heidi Beirich, Mark Potok, and the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC). Recently, Allen sat down with AFP to talk
about his case as well as free speech in
the current political environment in
the United States.
***
AFP: Mr. Allen, could you give us a summary
of your lawsuit?
Allen: Sure. In August 2016, Heidi Beirich and
the SPLC improperly orchestrated my termination as an attorney for the City of Baltimore,
where I was doing competent and ethical work.
The SPLC, in its remarkable arrogance, not only
does not deny it did this but has boasted about it
on one of its so-called “hate maps,” together, of
course, with the most unflattering photo of me it
could find. I have brought suit in federal court
alleging three federal and six state law claims.
My claims are based on the SPLC’s actions
against me but also on its conduct over decades
that I contend is inconsistent with its status as a
law firm and a purported 501(c)(3) nonprofit
dedicated to an educational mission. So, in
essence, I’m seeking to redress the harms done
to me but also to vindicate basic principles of
free expression and the rule of law.
AFP: You mentioned free expression. Did you
have an interest in that subject prior to this case?
Allen: Yes, for half a century I have seen our
American traditions of free expression and free
assembly as unique and fragile and have advocated constant vigilance to preserve them. I have
tried to do my part to protect them.
AFP: Do you recall when you first became interested in these kinds of issues?
Allen: Actually, I do. When I was a young
teenager growing up in western Colorado, I became friends with the son of the local judge,
Judge William Ela. Judge Ela and his son were
active with the Great Books Reading Program
created by the University of Chicago and helped
get me involved. That opened my eyes to the im-

Free

!

Expression
Foundation

FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION INC.
P.O. Box 1479, Upper Marlboro, Md. 20772.
Use the form on page 16 to beat the SPLC.
NOTE: Donate $100 or more to FEF for this
cause and FEF will send you Glen’s 80-page
legal brief that fully explains the case!

ATTORNEY GLEN ALLEN
SPLC’s 501(c)(3) status in jeopardy?

portance of free and open discussion of even
controversial and unpopular ideas. And there
was a specific incident that made a deep impression on me. At one point a young man who
had burglarized a bookstore was coming before
Ela to be sentenced. Burglarizing a bookstore is
a bad act, for sure, but to the man’s credit the
books he stole were mostly books of philosophy
and history. I was invited to the sentencing. Ela
said to the young man: “It is within my power to
send you to prison for a year or more, but I’m
going to give you a break. I’m putting you on probation for three years, but on condition that you
read those books you stole, at least most of
them, and report on them to your probation officer.” So the guy had to spend the next few years
reading these books of philosophy and history
and trying to understand them.
AFP: What was the effect?
Allen: He never got in trouble with the law
again.

AFP: Maybe more judges should try that approach.
Allen: You are probably right. Judge Ela was
a great judge.
AFP: Was it experiences like that that led you
to law school?
Allen: Yes, but it took a while. After graduating from a liberal arts college as a philosophy
major, after a few years’ delay I joined the Army
as an enlisted man. I learned a lot in the Army
that I didn’t learn at a liberal arts college, believe
me, and not all of it was enjoyable. But the Army
did carry through on its promise to station me in
Germany, where I lived for about a year off-post
with a German family. I learned a little about
World War II from the Germans’ point of view.
That experience confirmed me in my views of
the importance of traditions of free speech that
allow even highly unpopular perspectives to be
expressed.
AFP: And from the Army into law school?
Allen: Yes.
AFP: Did you focus on the First Amendment
in law school?
Allen: Well, one takes a range of classes in
law school, but yes, the First Amendment was
the topic I loved best. In particular I became fascinated by the role of two famed Supreme Court
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Here Are the Kinds of People Who Need FEF’s Help

1

Peter Gadiel’s son was killed in the 9/11 attacks.
He formed a nonprofit called 911 Families for
a Secure America to advocate for secure borders and enforcement of immigration laws. All initial
members of the organization were relatives of 9/11
victims. The nonprofit had many black and Hispanic
members. Gadiel himself is the son of an immigrant.
Nonetheless the SPLC labeled it a “hate group” and
badly damaged its fundraising efforts.

2

Under the leadership of Darla Meyers, a group
of engaged, patriotic citizens in the St. Croix Valley in Minnesota formed a group, Citizens for
the St. Croix Valley, to advocate against Sharia law.
Meyers has described her group as “mostly grandmas
and grandpas.” The group was placed on the SPLC
Hate Map in December 2017 for being “anti-muslim,”
which it denies is accurate. This infamous designation seems to have been prompted by an anonymous
tipster. Despite the group’s vigorous protests, the
SPLC has refused to change the label. The group has
discovered that its local and state representatives will
not address its concerns because of the “hate” label.

3

The SPLC included The Ruth Institute, a conservative Catholic organization, on the list of
“hate groups” on the SPLC’s 2017 “hate map”
published across the United States and sent to or-

justices, Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis Brandeis, in the development of our country’s First
Amendment doctrines.
AFP: Justice Holmes, the Civil War hero and
Yankee from Olympus?
Allen: That’s the man. Few people realize that
until the dissents of Holmes and Brandeis a hundred years ago in several cases relating to criminal sentences for persons protesting America’s
entry into World War I, the First Amendment was
basically a dead letter, toothless and rarely invoked. Holmes breathed life into it with his
metaphor of the marketplace of ideas and his
contention that the First Amendment protects,
above all, the views we hate. He and Brandeis set
our courts on a free speech path unlike any other
in the world.
AFP: In what respects is the First Amendment so unique?
Allen: Many. For one, in every other tradition
with which I am familiar—in Canada, for example—it is permissible to criminalize or restrict
speech based on the offensiveness of the
speech—that is, the hurt feelings of the audience—and principles of good order, that is, how
disruptive the speech may be. But under our
leading Supreme Court cases, the offended and
hostile reactions of an audience to speech are
not reasons to limit the speech but the exact opposite—reasons it must be protected. And I
would say American cases go beyond the traditions of other nations in protecting against vague
laws that keep people guessing and therefore
chill their willingness to express themselves.
AFP: What is your assessment of the state of
free expression and free assembly in the U.S.
today?

ganizations such as Guidestar USA and AmazonSmile
Foundation Inc. Although The Ruth Institute has
made statements critical of homosexuality, it is a
Christian organization for which hatred is antithetical to its Christian values. Jennifer Roback Morse,
president of the institute, has made clear that it has
never practiced, threatened or condoned violence or
intimidation against other groups. “We don’t incite
anybody to violence. We don’t say we hate anybody.
We don’t demean anybody,” said Ms. Morse. “We disagree with certain policy positions that are being aggressively promoted by professional gay rights
organizations. But we disagree with their policies.
That’s all.”

4

Philip Holthoff, a high school teacher in
Arkansas, lost his job after the SPLC discovered
he had made posts under an assumed name on a
right-wing website. Even though he made the posts
on his own time and did not advocate violence, the
SPLC orchestrated a media frenzy and contacted the
principal and supervisor of Holthoff's school. Even
though the school district’s Ethics Board cleared him
of any wrongdoing, Holthoff, who has a double Masters Degree in history and educational administration
and taught advanced placement classes at the high
school, was fired and has been unable to find new
work as a teacher because of the unfair publicity.

Allen: Ominous. The threats arise not so
much from the courts, although there are some
troubling developments there, but from massive
surveillance and censorship organizations such
as the SPLC and from deplatforming by social
media and payment processing giants such as
Twitter, Facebook, and PayPal, which are not, so
they contend, subject to First Amendment principles. Worse yet, these two sources of speech
suppression are working together. The result is a
complete abandonment of the principles that
Holmes and Brandeis helped establish. These
groups will accept a marketplace of ideas only if
they control the marketplace. And chilling free
expression is exactly what the SPLC aims to do.
It creates a climate of fear by shaming people in
public and harming them in their vocations as a
warning to others not to step beyond the SPLC’s
approved boundaries.
AFP: What is to be done?
Allen: There is no denying we are in a perilous environment for free speech and assembly.
Unfortunately, it is likely to get worse before it
gets better. One critical step must be to state
loudly and clearly that we are opposed to violence and intimidation as means to resolve our
differences. If we do, I think in time the tide will
turn, because the enemies of free expression
can’t keep themselves from ever more onerous
restrictions on unapproved viewpoints. We must
remain defiant, speaking our mind forthrightly,
providing moral and financial support to others
across the political spectrum who suffer for
speaking their minds forthrightly, and calling out
those who would enforce their narrow orthodoxies.
AFP: Has your lawsuit against the SPLC re-

Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes (left) is shown being helped by
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis. Even
though Holmes and Brandeis were often on
polar opposites of the political scale (Holmes
being a conservative and Brandeis being an
ultra-liberal on most issues and also meddling
in presidential politics), they did agree on one
thing: freedom of speech is absolutely necessary for a healthy democracy.

ceived much publicity?
Allen: Virtually none from the mainstream
media, which is quite a contrast to the dozen
calls I received from mainstream reporters
when the SPLC orchestrated a media frenzy
against me in August 2016. They were on me like
piranhas. There were even reporters outside my
house with television cameras. But now, when
I’ve fought back with a lawsuit, only a few nonmainstream media, such as AFP and PJ Media,
have taken an interest. And God bless you for
doing so.
AFP: How can our readers help you?
Allen: My legal expenses are significant. The
SPLC—with its bulging bank accounts of over
$450 million—does not need to worry about
legal expenses, but I do. Please consider a donation to www.breathing-space-for-dissent.com,
which is my website. Your readers should first
consider giving financial support to 501(c)(3)
nonprofits such as the FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION INC. (P.O. Box 1479, Upper Marlboro, Md.
20772), which helps causes such as mine.
H
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Father Seeks Justice for Activist Son
• Man who went to Virginia to protest monument tear-down faces years in jail
By John Friend

L

ast October, four young men associated with the Rise Above Movement
(RAM)—a physical fitness and self-improvement club affiliated with the
broader alt-right movement—were arrested in California and eventually flown to Virginia to face federal conspiracy to riot charges as
a result of their participation in the Unite the Right
rally in August 2017.
The four men—Benjamin Drake Daley, 25,
Thomas Walter Gillen, 24, Michael Paul Miselis,
29, and Cole Evan White, 24—are all native Californians who had been active with the RAM organization and had participated in various
political rallies both in California and Virginia.
Thomas T. Cullen, the U.S. Attorney for the
Western District of Virginia, announced the
charges in early October 2018, yet all four men
are still awaiting adjudication. The men stand accused by federal prosecutors of traveling “to
Charlottesville for the August 2017 United the
Right rally with the intent to encourage, promote, incite, participate in, and commit violent
acts in furtherance of a riot,” an incredibly dubious charge that is largely based on malicious
“journalism” emanating from left-wing news outlets and activist organizations, including ProPublica and the Southern Poverty Law Center as
well as radical antifa activist groups.
“This case should serve as another example
of the Department of Justice’s commitment to
protecting the life, liberty, and civil rights of all
our citizens,” Cullen stated in a press release
when announcing the highly questionable
charges. “Any individual who has or plans to
travel to this District with the intent to engage in
acts of violence will be prosecuted and held accountable for those actions.”
All four men accused are facing at least five
years in federal prison if found guilty.
Other members of RAM, as well as countless
conservative and alt-right activists who have engaged in public demonstrations and political rallies protected by the First Amendment to the
Constitution, have also been maliciously slandered by left-wing news outlets, and dubiously
prosecuted by authorities.
Jim Gillen, the father of Thomas, recently
spoke with this reporter to offer more insight
into the truly outrageous federal criminal
charges being pursued against his son and his
fellow activists.
“My son has been held in solitary confinement, without bail, in a Charlottesville jail,”
Gillen stated. Thomas Gillen and the other RAM
members facing federal charges have since been
transferred to the general prison population, but
all were held in solitary confinement for a significant portion of their time in federal custody.

The Department of Justice, at the behest of a
far-left organization, has set its sights on a
group of young men, including Thomas Walter
Gillen, 24 (pictured above), charging them with
violating the long-dormant Anti-Riot Act for the
crime of simply showing up to a protest in Charlottesville, Va. in the summer of 2017.

Gillen went on to describe the charges his son
is facing as well as the treatment he has received
by federal authorities as “unjust, unfair, unAmerican, and outrageous.”
“I am a fair and honorable man and I want you
to know my son Tom is, too,” said Gillen, a
Southern California resident who works as a
fireman. “He does not mistreat anyone. I might
not agree with all his opinions, but I know the
narrative that has appeared in some mainstream
media that Tom and the other Charlottesville defendants plotted to intentionally hurt people is
simply not true. That is not Tom, and not what
the evidence shows.”
Gillen believes the federal charges leveled
against his son and others are politically motivated.
“I strongly feel the charges against Tom and
the others—which threaten them with felony
convictions and five years in federal prison—are
political in nature,” Gillen stated. “Any impartial
person who looks at the evidence would think
so. If these charges are not political, why have
the antifa demonstrators who openly provoked
and committed violence in Charlottesville not
been charged with conspiracy to riot?”
Gillen went on to note that antifa activists
“have a history of committing and provoking violence all around the country,” as demonstrated
at countless conservative rallies and political
events over the course of the past four years at
least.
“They don’t deny it. They brag about it,” Gillen

noted. “They have specifically admitted they did
so at Charlottesville.”
“I have looked at numerous videos from Charlottesville and California, and I do not think Tom
did anything wrong,” Gillen continued. “At most
he was involved in some scuffles in which no
one was seriously hurt or injured and which the
antifa [activists] themselves provoked. And I am
not the only one who thinks antifa provoked
these violent encounters. Timothy Heaphy, a
prominent Virginia attorney and the former U.S.
federal attorney for Virginia, was hired by the
City of Charlottesville to investigate the Unite
the Right rally and the city’s response, and he
and his team did a thorough job. Mr. Heaphy’s report describes how antifa and other counter-protesters blockaded the Unite the Right protesters,
who had obtained legal permits to hold their
rally, preventing them from carrying on their
legal demonstration, while Charlottesville police
stood idly by and allowed the inevitable confrontations to take place.”
Gillen was referring to the independent review of the Unite the Right rally published by
Hutton & Williams LLP, the law firm where Heaphy formerly worked while conducting the independent review.
Heaphy’s report made clear that the Charlottesville police failed to keep the Unite the
Right attendees and counter-protesters, which
included radical, violent antifa activists, separated during the day’s events. Even worse, local
authorities and law enforcement officials appeared to want the inevitable violent confrontation to take place in order to justify declaring an
unlawful assembly, which is precisely what took
place.
“We have evidence from the command center
that the chief actually said, ‘Let them fight’,” Heaphy stated during a press conference in December 2017 when his report was initially released.
“Let them fight for a little while and it’ll make it
easier to declare an unlawful assembly.”
Since publishing his damning report, Heaphy
has moved on to accept a position as the top
lawyer for the University of Virginia.
“We have the facts from a respected source,
and they show that antifa and their hard-left allies provoked confrontations, and the Charlottesville police did nothing to stop them,”
Gillen concluded during his conversation with
this reporter. “The hard left gets a free pass, but
my son and the other defendants face years in
prison, are falsely portrayed in the media, and
have been miserably treated while in federal custody, held without bail. This should not be happening in America.”
Readers are encouraged to support the
Gillens in their efforts to free their son, who is
still in federal custody in the state of Virginia.
Tax deductible donations may be sent to: FREE
EXPRESSION FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 1479, Upper
Marlboro, MD 20772.
H
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The Greatest Threat to Our
Freedom of Speech Rights?
• Revival of “1968 Anti-Riot Act” designed to suppress unwanted dissent
By the AFP Legal Staff

F

or the last 50 years, except for one case,
the so-called 1968 Federal Anti-Riot
Act lay dormant and forgotten, but
now the Justice Department has revived
this constitutional monster, awakening
it because of media outrage over the Charlottesville turmoil. Its revival represents the greatest current threat to our First Amendment rights.
Last October, teams of FBI agents swooped
down on eight young men for allegedly intending
to incite a riot and for conspiring to riot. The men
are accused of violating 18 U.S.C. §2101 and 18
U.S.C. §2102, the Federal Anti-Riot Act of 1968.
The Act was Congress’s heavy-handed response to the anti-war, civil rights, and counterculture disturbances of the late 1960s, particularly
the riots in Washington, D.C. that followed the assassination of civil rights activist Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. A pall of smoke still hung over
Washington, D.C. and troops circled the capitol
when the Act was enacted on April 11. The Act
was specifically designed to battle social dissent
and was based on the idea that sinister groups of
“outside agitators” were riling up students and
blacks. It was first used to prosecute the Chicago Eight, the leaders of the protests at the 1968
Democratic convention.
The Act pushes the limits of the Constitution
in many ways. The operative passage reads,
Whoever travels in interstate or foreign
commerce or uses any facility of interstate or
foreign commerce, including, but not limited
to, the mail, telegraph, telephone, radio, or television, with intent—
(1) to incite a riot; . . .
(2) to organize, promote, encourage, participate in, or carry on a riot; or . . .
(4) to aid or abet any person in inciting or
participating in or carrying on a riot . . . shall
be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more
than five years, or both.

A riot is defined as any assembly of three people, one of whom makes a threat against property
or people. Think of someone standing in front of
a window and picking up a rock. That is a riot under the Act. If you were standing next to that potential thrower of a rock, you are a participant in
a riot.
The Act casts a wide net, proscribing communication along a chain of parties separated by
many degrees. It is a felony to encourage, over
the telephone or by Internet, some second par-

The so-called Federal Anti-Riot Act of 1968 was designed to quell public dissent during a particularly contentious decade in American history. Rarely invoked thereafter, the act has been resuscitated today for the
express purpose of stopping organized protests. Above, anti-war demonstrators march in Chicago.

ty to participate in an assembly where a third party makes a threat to the property of a fourth.
Consider the example of Bernie, who sends a
quick text: “Hey Alexandra, head down to the rally in front of the bank at 11. Tell Liz to give those
bloodsuckers heck.” Bernie is in clear violation
of the Act despite the fact that Bernie was not
even at the rally. In fact, Alexandra doesn’t even
have to get the text nor Elizabeth hear the encouragement.
The Act makes Bernie’s mere attempt at encouraging Liz enough for a criminal conviction.
Even worse, under a separate paragraph of the
Act, the attempt is “proof” that you intended to
promote a riot when you “crossed state lines”
even though the message was sent weeks before.
The Act is unique in allowing such a chronological separation of intent and overt act.
In the case of the so-called Charlottesville Four,
the overt act was buying an airplane ticket to a
legal rally. In the case of the California Four, it was
renting a van with a credit card and driving on an
interstate highway to a legal rally in Berkeley. In
both rallies, the defendants clashed with antifa
groups, which were trying to disrupt the legal assemblies.
The government is making the “Through the

Looking Glass” claim that the eight defendants
actually intended to be attacked when they
bought the airplane tickets or drove on the interstate highway.
The Act also pushes the jurisdictional limits of
the Constitution. Once upon a time, the federal
government did not involve itself with local issues
of brawling or public disorder. Over the years,
however, Congress has used the Commerce
Clause of the Constitution to expand its power and
jurisdiction to control what people could take
across state lines, prohibiting the transport of
drugs, weapons to be used in a crime, or minors
subject to a court order. The Act takes the last step
in this process. It is not an object or a person that
is proscribed from being moved across a state line
but a thought or an intent to incite, to encourage,
or to promote dissent and discontent, to rebel.
Ironically, these are the very crimes that the
founders of our nation and many of the authors
of the First Amendment personally committed.
The Anti-Riot Act debases the dignity of our
government. The Act has our government stoop
to see if one of three people might be incited to
throw a rock, if a rebel writes an unsent letter full
of tears and anger, if students talk of a different
future on the Internet. The Act questions the very
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England’s 1714 Riot Act
Designed to Halt Dissent
The Riot Act of 1714 was an act of Great
Britain’s Parliament that authorized local
law officers to declare any group of 12 or
more persons to be unlawfully assembled
and to disperse or face prison. The actual
name of this antique “Riot Act” was “An Act
for preventing tumults and riotous assemblies, and for the more speedy and effectual punishing the rioters.” Obviously, the
king didn’t want any public demonstrations
against his royal policies. It took a long time
to repeal the Riot Act but, in 1967, it was finally done away with in England and Wales.
Interestingly, just as England and Wales
were getting rid of their Riot Act, a similar
act was passed in the United States. Rarely
used, today that 1968 Anti-Riot Act is being
resuscitated by the Justice Department to
stifle any free expression of which the Deep
State disapproves.

thoughts of our citizens as they buy an airplane
ticket or drive on an interstate highway. While
concern to prevent the type of tragedy that occurred in Charlottesville is understandable, the
Anti-Riot Act is a reactionary, repressive law that
subverts the principles upon which our nation
was created.
Because the Act is reactionary and repressive
it is susceptible to misuse and selective prosecution against any politically unpopular group.
While it was created to bash leftist hotheads and
civil rights activists, the Justice Department has
bowed to political pressure and resurrected the
Act to bash the alt-right. With the current prosecution the government has averted its eyes from
the clear evidence that antifa groups attacked and
disrupted the pro-Trump rallies in Huntington
Beach and Berkeley and the Charlottesville altright assembly. Among the hundreds of rowdy
people at the three political rallies, only the eight
have been charged by the government.
In order to justify the current prosecutions, the
Justice Department twists both facts and law. In
its “Omnibus Response to [Charlottesville] Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss,” the Justice Department asserts, “This case is not about free
speech or the right to assemble for political purposes.” This is a bold claim considering the AntiRiot Act was promulgated precisely to control
speech that “incited, promoted, encouraged, or
organized,” that the government has accused
these defendants of the political speech crimes
of incitement, promotion, and encouragement,
and that the courts have already dismissed similar governmental obfuscation.
In the leading case from 1972 reviewing the
Anti-Riot Act, United States v. Dellinger
(Dellinger was one of the Chicago Eight), Judge
Fairchild discussed the obvious connection between the Act and the First Amendment.
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As to the Anti-Riot Act, the government at
times argues that travel with intent and not expression is the “gravamen of the offense” and
that, therefore, the doctrines of the First
Amendment are not relevant to our determination of constitutionality. We are unable to accept this argument. . . .
A realistic approach compels application of
a First Amendment test to a statute which punishes activity leading up to and furthering a riot,
for at least two reasons. One is that rioting, in
history and by nature, almost invariably occurs
as an expression of political, social, or economic reactions, if not ideas. The rioting assemblage is usually protesting the policies of
a government, an employer, or some other institution, or the social fabric in general, as was
probably the case in the riots of 1967 and 1968
which are the backdrop for this legislation. A
second reason is that a riot may well erupt out
of an originally peaceful demonstration which
many participants intended to maintain as such.
It is by expression, in whatever form, that
causation adequate to bring on punishment
must be most likely to occur.

Since 1968 and the Dellinger opinion, the
Supreme Court has expanded First Amendment
protections for political speech. Rather than
follow the law, the Justice Department pretends
the Anti-Riot Act has nothing to do with the First
Amendment. In fact, the current prosecution
threatens to unravel 50 years of First Amendment
progress.
The Justice Department should step back
and reconsider the dangerous effects of this case
on First Amendment rights. Instead, the Justice
Department has made the bureaucratic response:
Try to justify the prosecution by distorting facts.
To read the government’s response one would get
the impression that not a single antifa-affiliated
person showed up to disrupt the Unite the Right
rally or that the Charlottesville police, after having promised to keep the two sides separated, ensured the confrontation. There is no indication
that the highly unpopular guys from out of town
are being scapegoated for the acts of others.
This underscores another flaw with the Act: It
is not designed for the current conditions of polarization politics. The legislative history of the AntiRiot Act manifests an intent on the part of a legislative faction to destroy what was believed to be
a close-knit group of outside agitators. The idea
that the riot would be caused by people “incited”
to attack the organizers was not considered by
Congress in 1968. The Justice Department is
continuing this error. The government is essentially
taking the position that the organizers and attendees of a legal assembly can become criminally liable if scuffles break out at the event, even if they
are caused by the acts of counter-protestors.
Congress spread its net too widely when
drafting the Anti-Riot Act. It was always constitutionally questionable, but its defects have become manifest in the last 50 years, given recent
Supreme Court rulings on protected expression. Congress did not consider that its definition
of riot was too broad, that its imposition of liability was too expansive, or that its definition of
intent was too amorphous and inclusive, all to the
effect of denying First Amendment protections
to marginal groups most in need of them.
The government should put the Anti-Riot Act
back to sleep.
H
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The Two Tiers of Justice
By Dave Gahary

W

hile the Windy City has a well-deserved
reputation for corruption and scandal,
the latest imbroglio to roll through the
city’s crime-ridden streets caught even
the most jaded Chicago watchers off guard.
Now, even those who have given up watching TV
know the name “Jussie” Smollett and have been
plainly shown that super-rich Hollywood stars are
afforded preferential “justice.”
California-born Justin Smollett (1982) began his
career as a child actor at the age of five, but it wasn’t until 2014 that Smollett hit it big, landing a role
in the series “Empire” portraying a gay musician.
According to The Hollywood Reporter, he was
earning $2.25 million a season, though there
were rumors his contract was not going to be renewed. Is that the reason, people are asking, why
Smollett felt it necessary to stage several fake hate
crimes against himself?
According to law enforcement sources, on Jan.
22, a letter arrived addressed to Smollett at the
Chicago studios where “Empire” is filmed, depicting “a stick figure hanging from a tree with a
gun pointing towards it.” Scrawled on the letter:
“Smollett, Jussie you will die,” and the now-fourletter-word “MAGA” (Make America Great Again)
in red letters. The letter also contained white powder—prompting a response from a HAZMAT
unit—which was later determined to be aspirin
or Tylenol. The Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the U.S. Postal Inspection Service are investigating whether the actor had something to do
with the letter, which now appears likely.
A week later, Smollett claimed, he was attacked
by two white thugs wearing MAGA hats, who
launched into a tirade of racist and homophobic
slurs, then battered Smollett “about the face,” topping that off by pouring bleach on him and slinging a noose around his neck.
Smollett first entered a hotel with the rope still
left conveniently around his neck, kept it on until police arrived to investigate, then “reported” to
a hospital, and employed his acting skills, claiming the “attack” was “motivated by his criticism
of the Trump administration,” and was linked to
the aforementioned letter.
The usual left-leaning cast of characters rallied
around Smollett, including Democratic Sens. Kamala Harris (Calif.) and Cory Booker (N.J.), who
both described the reported attack as a “modernday lynching.” These two possible U.S. presidential
candidates then used the “hate crime” to promote
their anti-lynching bill.
Initially investigated as a hate crime, the overburdened Chicago Police Department later determined the actor orchestrated the event. The two
“racists” who “attacked” Smollett were two
“Nigerian brothers with a professional connection
to Smollett”—identified from surveillance video—
who told law enforcement investigating the incident “that Smollett was upset the letter didn’t
get enough attention.”
A few weeks after the “crime,” two Chicago po-

EMERY MCCLENDON
Disappointed by Smollett decision.
lice sources told CNN, “Chicago police had discovered evidence indicating that Smollett had paid
the two brothers $3,500 to stage the attack.” Additionally, financial records show that the Nigerians bought the “noose” at a hardware store, and
they were caught on security camera footage in the
clothing store where they bought the ski masks,
gloves, and red hat they used in the “attack.” The
clothing store didn’t carry any MAGA hats, although the brothers asked if they did.
As evidence continued to mount that Smollett
was the mastermind of the hate crime hoax, and
he was arrested and indicted on 16 felony counts
of disorderly conduct for repeatedly lying to law
enforcement, the entire nation was floored when
it was announced that all criminal charges had
been dropped and that the case was then sealed
by the Cook County State’s Attorney’s office.
Reaction was swift and severe from many quarters, including the mayor of Chicago, who sent a
letter to Smollett’s attorneys for “immediate payment of $130,106.15 to resolve this matter without further legal action . . . within seven days.”
Demonstrations are continuing to erupt in Chicago over this matter, with “a group led by the city
police union demanding the resignation of the
Cook County state’s attorney and another group
led by civil rights leader Jesse Jackson supporting the embattled prosecutor.”
Especially irked over this was much of America’s black community, revolted by the blatant double standard in light of the high prosecution and
incarceration rates for blacks committing much
lesser offenses.
To gain some insight into this, AMERICAN FREE
PRESS spoke with U.S. Air Force veteran, tea party organizer, and member of Project 21’s national advisory council, Indiana native Emery McClendon. According to its website, “Project 21 is
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an initiative of the National Center for Public Policy Research to promote the views of AfricanAmericans whose entrepreneurial spirit, dedication to family, and commitment to individual responsibility have not traditionally been echoed by
the nation’s civil rights establishment.”
Emery commented on the preferential treatment of the wealthy actor:
[Instead of doing time, Mr. Smollett] has
been given the opportunity to work for Operation Push, which is Jesse Jackson’s operation in
Chicago.
Mr. Smollett performed a few tasks for them
and everything is going to be wiped clean. The
problem that [Project 21] has with that—and also
after hearing some of the comments from the
black community around the country in social
media and so forth—is that Mr. Smollett seems
to have gained a lot of privilege simply because
of who he is and what he is and what he is doing in the Hollywood scene. . . .
So that shows . . . favoritism for this celebrity and at the same time they see other people
from their communities—black people that
they know, people that they deal with—that are
not only being prosecuted, but incarcerated, and
paying humongous fines. . . .
This is very blatant. This “tier system” [of justice] seems to be on broad and open display here
and we have [spoken] out against it.

McClendon believes that black people should
be rightfully outraged over Smollett’s slap on the
wrist:
A lot of people in the black community are
complaining because they are saying that it is unfair because that is not the way they are being
treated when they go through the criminal justice system; that for any little infraction—

CMI

whether it be a misdemeanor or a felony—they
have to go through the complete process: hire
an attorney, go into a court of law (unless
there’s no evidence against them). But this is not
going to happen with Jussie Smollett.

Of course, while dozens of black people are being murdered on the streets of Chicago every day,
city police had to waste time investigating this phony hate crime. Said McClendon:
And you have a police department that has a
problem with shootings—[Chicago has] one of the
largest number of shootings year after year after
year—and the police department had to go out
and waste hours and hours of manpower on this
[fake hate crime] while all these shootings and
murders are still going on. But you have a limited number of resources and [the police] can’t investigate those crimes because they have wasted all that time [on the Jussie Smollett case].
Can you imagine what those officers felt like
who went out and pounded the streets to find
witnesses and gather evidence and present
that to the chief and prosecutors?

Incredibly, Smollett was up for an NAACP Image Award—for “outstanding achievements and
performances of people of color in the arts”—announced after the hate crime hoax, something
Project 21 strongly opposes.
We have already spoken out on this and said
that the award should be rescinded because of
what [Smollett] has done here as far as the lying and as far as the false charges and the 16
felony counts. He was arrested for that and
charged with that and is going to get away with
that. What kind of a message does that send to
the black community, the young people and also
to those who are already incarcerated? And
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many of these [prisoners] have really been incarcerated unfairly and didn’t get a fair trial. And
now here he is not going to get anything. . . .

McClendon was also irked that Smollett seemed
to have gotten some help from “higher up”:
There are also rumors of some outside interference. Because of ties or because of who you
know and who you’re associated with, you can
find yourself on the positive side of prosecution
where things just automatically get dropped, and
then there’s no explanation for it. And people
don’t like this because they know they don’t have
that type of privilege. . . . This is really a troubling
situation here. . . .

McClendon may have been referring to the mysterious involvement of former First Lady Michelle
Obama’s chief of staff, Tina Tchen, who appears
to have successfully pressured Cook County
State’s Attorney Kim Foxx to drop the charges
against Smollett—and seal the case so no one can
ever find out the real facts.
As for whether or not the Smollett case is over
and done with, McClendon isn’t so sure:
It’s going to be interesting how this whole
thing plays out in the awards ceremony—
whether this will even be mentioned or brought
up by the media or the NAACP. But I don’t think
we’ve heard the last of this as far as people filing complaints and so forth, asking for justice
to be done. . . . It’s a very unfortunate thing . . .
a mind-perplexing thing.

The good news is that, according to multiple
sources, the dismissal of the state’s case has not
impacted an ongoing federal probe into Smollett’s
fake hate crimes. Time will tell if Smollett will ever
★
receive the impartial justice he deserves.

BUY • SELL • TRADE
ALL POPULAR FORMS OF BULLION

AMERICA’S SOURCE for
GOLD & SILVER since 1973

TOLL FREE: 800.528.1380 | MORE INFORMATION AT: CMIGS.COM
3800 North Central Ave. 11th Floor, Phoenix, AZ 85012
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A Dedication to Health & Human Rights
American Red Cross Founder CLARA BARTON said to her male counterparts:
“We nursed you back to health and now we need your help!” But unfortunately some
of her counterparts made sure help never came . . . even after thousands of women
like my grandmother (Google: Nursing Sisters Port Dover) and Clara Barton went to
Rochester, N.Y. and descended on the home of woman suffragist SUSAN B.
ANTHONY (Clara Barton’s 6th cousin) to offer their support for a woman’s right to
vote! What follows is a brief history of my family’s efforts to make lives better for
men and women across the globe . . .

I

By John Ellis

f you Google: Nursing Sisters Port Dover,
you’ll see a book by Harry B. Barrett. In
that book are pictures of my grandmother
and her heroic nursing sisters during
WWI, including one sister who was mentioned in wartime dispatches for her heroism
along with a certificate presented to her by King
George V. (In spite of her “valor in the face of
the enemy,” a woman was ineligible to receive
the Victoria Cross!)
There are hundreds of letters and pictures, including one of the ambulances my grandmother donated (before we entered WWII ) encouraged
by her friend, suffragist CARRIE CHAPMAN
CATT, who moved around the corner from my
grandmother in New Rochelle, N.Y. As a youngster, I remember all the sewing machines and their
many friends at my grandmother’s house sewing
thousands of pre-die cut clothes together to
keep children warm during the brutally cold English winters. Carrie Chapman Catt also founded

Two nursing sisters with wounded soldiers in a ward
room at the Queen’s Canadian Military Hospital in
Shorncliffe, Kent, England, circa 1916.

NEW VIDEO SHOWS E5 MACHINE AT WORK

Every year thousands visit the grave of suffragette
Susan B. Anthony, a fighter for women’s rights.

the League of Woman Voters and is most famous
for her Congressional speech resulting in the 19th
Constitutional Amendment that gave woman
the right to vote in 1920!
All this took place after Susan B. Anthony died
in 1906 in Rochester, N.Y. where my grandfather
baked his first loaf of BOND BREAD in 1915,
resulting in 50 factories producing over1.5 million loaves of bread a day . . . a Horatio Alger success story which enabled my grandmother to help
further woman’s rights. She was inculcated with
a sense of moral responsibility by her family who
emigrated here in 1720 and then moved to
Canada because they were Loyalists to the King
and the Church of England.
BESET WITH MODERN AILMENTS

Famed American nurse and Red Cross founder Clara
Barton is shown tending to a wounded soldier.

Now, history repeats itself, except this time their
counterparts have problems with clogged arteries, heart attacks, prostate problems and cancer
by stonewalling a Man’s right and a Woman’s
right to flush DEUTERIUM (a major cause of
Aging and Cancer) and Pathogens out of their
bloodstreams . . . so these diseases aren’t handed down to generations of our unborn children and
grandchildren!!

Go to www.JohnEllis.com/NIH and you can
watch an informative video which explains just
how our E5 Water Machine works. And, just below the video, there is a green link to multiple
NIH.Gov studies demonstrating the adverse
health effects of deuterium in your water.
The video shows that by changing water
properties, small amounts of this water can
treat vast quantities of ordinary water (even
an aquifer or lake) so Municipalities can supply
this healing water right at the tap!! Go to our website JohnEllis.com/NIH with a link to the National Institutes of Health. (Deuterium is found
in every bottle or glass of water you drink!)
However, DDW (Deuterium Depleted Water) is
only part of the battle for better health as noted by
Nobel Prize Winner Albert Szentgyorgy: “Hydrogen is the Fuel of Life” because, unlike ordinary DDW, by also changing Water Properties
and increasing the Hydrogen Bond Angle between
atoms (so it has more room to hold viruses and environmental contaminants in suspension) they can
be eliminated from the bloodstream with almost
immediate results (note typical cancer charts)!
Small amounts of this water can treat millions of gallons of ordinary water (as the Municipal Video shows) including markers for disease, so they can be flushed from a human waste
lagoon or the blood stream along with heavy metals (Flint, MI: thousands of children have irreversible brain damage)!!
VIOLATING FARADAY’S LAW?
Here’s what a man in Zurich said: “I have had
your E5 Water Machine for only 24 hours. I had
gross swelling in my legs and hadn’t worn ordinary shoes in years. Your water immediately de-

ADVERTISEMENT

Gilbert Daunant
(Prince Rainier’s
cousin): “I just walked
40 blocks and I am 95!
Send another E5
to Monaco!”
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ORDER A JOHN ELLIS WATER MACHINE: 845-754-8696
LISTEN TO A RECORDING: 800-433-9553
GET A FREE BOTTLED WATER SAMPLE: 570-296-0214
SEE OUR WATER MACHINE IN ACTION: www.JohnEllis.com/NIH

stroyed the markers for elephantiasis in my
blood stream!! I lost all the water weight in my
legs and I bought a pair of shoes size 10 ½. Also
unlike ordinary DDW, using electrolysis (a battery and two thin pieces of stainless steel, anode
and cathode, not a stack that negates power) your
water produces so much Hydrogen it violates
Faraday’s Law… producing the energy needed
to stop disease!!”
AMAZING POWER PROPERTIES
A company that produces hydrogen generators
for trucks found the required power slowly went
down over 24 hours (a cascading effect that is immediate once it has been treated) from 31 amps
to less than 1 amp making the same amount of
hydrogen by adding only 20 drops of this water
to ordinary water in their hydrogen generator (another website video)! Using this technology, you
can power your car, heat your home and produce
electricity for pennies. Watch the Video that shows
examples PROVING you are drinking the wrong
water . . . just as food supplies energy, this water provides the “BODY ELECTRIC” energy
that powers your heart (defibrillator to stop a heart
attack, pacemaker)!
COOK WITH THIS WATER!
Since it’s made by boiling and cooling, this energy is imparted to your food, unlike ordinary
water that absorbs energy (from your food and
body) to reach equilibrium)! Also, since DEUTERIUM studies (150 ppm) show it kills fruit
flies and disease carrying mosquitoes, you don’t
want to remove all the Deuterium!! Instead, INCREASE the Hydrogen Bond Angle (so it
holds more contaminants in suspension along with
Deuterium) and flush Deuterium along with viral diseases from the bloodstream with almost
IMMEDIATE results!! Note the typical cancer
charts: The “purest water” is USELESS because
it doesn’t do the above. They still have cancer!

MAKING DDW YOURSELF
Using our E5 Water Machine, you can make
two types of DDW for PENNIES per GALLON
. . . not $300 for a small bottle! This is done by
heating and cooling water hundreds of times per
gallon (not just once!) to change the properties of
that water. We have 13 International Patents and
332 FDA Tests. You can judge the blatant dishonesty in the water industry using simple electrolysis. A child in science class could do that!

HELP YOURSELF & OUR FOUNDATION:
BUY A MACHINE & TAKE A TAX DEDUCTION!
With our 501(c)(3) non-profit Foundation, you
can buy a machine and take a Tax Deduction!
There are thousands of families around the U.S.
who need our water machines—kids in Flint, families in poverty, etc. When you buy a machine, a
portion of the proceeds go to this important humanitarian aid project. Contact us at PO Box 553,
Westbrookville, NY 12785 or 845-754-8696.

Check Out These Shocking Cancer Results!
The following is a letter we
received here at Crystal Clear
Water and at right are the
charts this customer forwarded to us:
“Please send us a 6-pack
of your water.
“The enclosed charts show
my wife’s cancer antigen
numbers. Of course the doctors think they are responsible
for the dramatic downturns
[in the cancer markers], but I
think differently.
“Doctors are not aware of
my wife using you water.”
—John W.
Typical results since the Jan.
27, 1992 Washington Post
investigation: “10,000 people
a day said this water will cure
anything!” including The
Washington Times.

JOIN THE “DDW” WATER REVOLUTION & CRYSTAL CLEAR
with the Help of the National Institutes of Health — NIH
Go to www.JohnEllis.com/NIH and click on green link NIH.GOV. Hundreds of studies could save your life!
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Hate Inc. Totally Discredited
Continued from page 1

mer chief of staff, would be stepping in to lead a review of the organization’s policies and workplace
environment. Tchen is a lawyer based in Chicago
who focuses on gender and racial equality issues as
well as sexual harassment in the workplace. The
move was praised by Bryan Fair, the chairman of
SPLC’s board and a law professor at the University of Alabama School of Law.
“The events of the last week have been an eyeopening reminder that the walk toward justice must
sometimes start at your own front door and force
you to look at your past so you can improve your
future,” Fair said following Dees’s termination. “A
key first step in that process for the SPLC is an immediate, top-to-bottom external review of our
workplace culture and our past practices.”
Following the termination of Dees and the
subsequent resignations of Cohen and Brownstein,
employees at the SPLC have alleged that the organization is plagued by a “systemic culture of
racism and sexism within its workplace,” according to an explosive report published by CNN
which spoke with many employees on the condition of anonymity.

According to one source, a “pervasive racist” culture exists at the SPLC where women and blacks
are not valued. A current employee told CNN that
blacks are frequently passed over for promotions.
“My boss only hires white people,” the employee stated to CNN.
The recent resignations have resulted largely from
a workplace revolt taking place inside the organization, according to current employees.
“Employees asked the president to step down,”
an unnamed SPLC employee explained to CNN. “He
didn’t do anything to change the culture, and he left
because of it.”
The explosive allegations and controversy currently surrounding the increasingly discredited
left-wing activist group will surely linger on in the
weeks and months ahead. However, given the organization’s massive multi-million-dollar endowment
and seemingly unlimited resources, not only will the
SPLC be able to continue promoting its radical leftwing agenda in America, but the fake news media
will continue to promote the now-discredited organization as the “go-to expert” on racism and hatred as if it had not long inculcated a workplace environment rife with those very problems.
★

Well-known Chicago fixer and Michelle Obama’s
former chief of staff, Tina Tchen—who was also involved in pressuring officials in the Windy City to
drop charges against hate faker Jussie Smollett
(see pages 10-11)—has been chosen to review the
SPLC’s racist and sexist workplace.

A Few Knick-Knacks Dees Bought With His Massive Salary
In May 2010, the Montgomery Advertiser featured a 60-photo feature on the massive mansion of
Morris Dees, now ousted for what appears to be sexual harassment and fostering a culture of racism
and sexism inside the Southern Poverty Law Center. Here are just a few of the photos published by
the Alabama paper in that feature. Some of the things Dees collects are just plain weird, including a
matador suit hanging in the bathroom, a room with a functioning loom (lower right) that no one uses,
a sculpture of writhing snakes (apropos) and a giant rickshaw next to the pool (shown at right).

SUPPORT GLEN ALLEN’S SUIT AGAINST THE SPLC
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A SPECIAL APPEAL FROM THE FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION

You Can Help People
Fighting for Their
Free Speech Rights!
New Free Speech Organization Seeks to Counter
Growing Power of Far-Left Activist Groups
By Charles Randy Sheppard, Esq.

A

s an attorney for over 40 years, an
avid student of history, and a proud
American, I have looked with increasing alarm at the state of free
expression in our nation. I know
well that people, especially free
people, will argue and dispute on many important
questions, often passionately. This aspect of our
common humanity should be embraced, not condemned. But I know also that there must be civil
rules of engagement for such disputes if we are
not to devolve into anarchy.
I am writing this today because I believe those
civil rules of engagement—those traditions, legal
and cultural, developed over centuries and often
at the cost of the blood of martyrs, for resolving
inevitable disputes—are being relentlessly destroyed today. I propose to fight to reclaim and
protect those traditions and liberties, and I need
your help.
You may not be greatly familiar with “doxxing,” i.e., the use of targeted persons’ private and
confidential information to disrupt or cause loss
of employment, disrupt or destroy personal relationships, harass, or generally incite trepidation
in the lives of the targets and those around them.
Or with “deplatforming,” i.e., the denial of access to social media (such as Facebook or Twitter), credit card merchant services, and even
email services with a view to preventing the expression of certain viewpoints. I, too, was not familiar with these pernicious practices until recently. But these practices are now increasingly
widespread and indisputably effective in preventing the robust dialogue on which, in the

words of Judge Learned Hand, “we have staked
our all.” They, together with the massive surveillance that accompanies them, are similar to the
thought-control apparatus of communist and
other totalitarian regimes. They are a disgrace to
our American traditions—and, I will say, are
counterproductive in creating the social harmony
they supposedly seek, as they breed fear, anger,
distrust, and division. They are the dangerous
culmination of decades of tactics for suppressing
free expression.
I have joined with other like-minded persons to
combat this grave threat to our civil liberties. Together we have created a new nonprofit: the Free
Expression Foundation, Inc. (“FEF”). Last August, FEF obtained confirmation of its 501(c)(3)
status from the IRS. FEF’s mission is to provide
legal, financial, and moral support for persons
and entities that have suffered or are at risk of
suffering legal, financial, and social harm as a
result of the exercise, attempted exercise, or intention to exercise their rights of free expression, including their rights under the First Amendment of the Constitution and analogous rights
under international, state, and local charters and
laws. Donations to it will be tax deductible.
Our dream is that FEF will be there for victims
of vicious, out-of-control doxxing, deplatforming,
and other attacks on the exercise of their rights
to free expression. With your help, the FEF will:
• Conduct Legal Analysis. We will closely
examine the facts and the law and determine if
the victim has grounds for legal redress.
• Provide or Obtain Legal Counsel. If our
legal analysis determines that the victim has a legal claim, we will get to work to obtain legal
counsel for him or her.
• Help with Urgent Expenses. Suddenly
losing your job from a smear campaign by the

Stalinist Grand Inquisitors can create immense financial stress. We would like FEF to be in a position to provide at least some financial aid to
these victims.
• Provide Moral Support. People who find
themselves defamed, ostracized, and publicly
shamed invariably feel isolated and highly vulnerable. We want the FEF to be able to provide
moral support for all such victims.
My friends, the FEF needs your most generous
support. You can help us by informing us of victims of un-American, Stalinist thought control.
All too often they suffer in isolation and silence,
and that must not happen. You can help us with
a monetary gift. It takes money to operate an effective organization with the ambitious goals we
are setting for the FEF.
The Southern Poverty Law Center, with its
present net worth of $450 million—growing
every year—has been enormously successful in
fundraising; many critics see it as essentially a
fundraising operation masquerading as a civil
rights organization.
If the FEF could raise a small fraction of the
SPLC’s war chest, it could punch above its weight
and have a real impact in preserving those “inestimable privileges,” as Patrick Henry called
them, of free expression and honest debate. Indeed, we have a moral duty to preserve these for
future generations, as our ancestors preserved
them for us.
In the cause of liberty, I thank you.
H
——
Charles R. (Randy) Sheppard, Esq., Free Expression Foundation board
member, lives in Augusta, Ga. Except for a few years in private practice, Mr.
Sheppard spent most of his professional career working for the state of Georgia as an assistant prosecutor in the Office of the District Attorney of the Augusta, Ga., Judicial Circuit. He was the appellate law specialist in that office
and filed hundreds of briefs on behalf of the state in the appellate courts of
Georgia. At the end of September 2012, Mr. Sheppard retired as an assistant
district attorney after almost 30 years of government service. He is presently
practicing law on a limited basis.
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SUPPORT GLEN ALLEN’S SUIT AGAINST THE SPLC

An Urgent Appeal from Glen Allen
“ I think we have a real chance to defeat the SPLC in court”
The Free
Expression
Foundation

By Glen Allen

“A

nd you—you need to stop asking
so many questions,” snarled my
tenth grade teacher in the Colorado town where I was then living. He was tall, thin, bespectacled, vexed, and pointing his bony index finger
at me. He was clearly having a bad day, and so
he stomped around the classroom berating the
students, definitely including me, that he found
particularly troublesome. But he wasn’t the first,
or the last, to complain that I ask too many questions . . . and he was right, in a way. I do ask too
many questions, for some people. The Southern
Poverty Law Center, for example.
I’m writing you, a potential supporter of the
new FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION, INC. 501(c)(3)
nonprofit, because I have reason to believe you
too have an inquiring mind even on controversial, sacred-cow topics—and that you respect
others who make similar probes, even if you
may not agree with their views.

BONUS: All who donate $100 or
more will receive a FREE copy of
Glen Allen’s 80-page legal brief.

Shall we “lie supinely on our backs until our enemies have bound us hand and foot”? Or, “if
we wish to be free, if we mean to reserve those
inestimable privileges for which we have been
so long contending, if we mean not basely to
abandon the noble struggle in which we have
so long been engaged . . . we must fight!”

YOUR HELP URGENTLY NEEDED

Let me speak plainly: There are overlapping
networks of power in America today—run by
savvy, active, unprincipled, ruthless people—
that give lip service to our robust First Amendment traditions but whose real aim is to prevent
honest debate on controversial topics such as
race, diversity, immigration, cultural Bolshevism
and many others. Their modus operandi is to
destroy those who dissent from the views they
approve. And they are highly skilled in crushing

!

—PATRICK HENRY

anyone who steps outside the narrow lines they
draw. I know. I’m one of their victims—one of
their many victims.

My name is Glen Allen. [See AFP’s interview
with Glen on page 4-5 of this issue.—Ed.] After
graduating from college with a degree in philosophy, I served honorably in the U.S. Army and
then attended law school, from which I graduated near the top of my class.
For the next 27 years I practiced complex litigation for a large law firm, working on cases
that sometimes reached all the way to the
United States Supreme Court. I worked ethically and diligently and earned an excellent reputation. I devoted many hours to pro bono work
helping people who needed help whether they
were black, white, Muslim, Jewish or any other.
It simply didn’t matter to me what race or religion you were. After retiring from the law firm,
I went to work for the City of Baltimore, where
I threw my heart into helping solve Baltimore’s
often daunting legal challenges. I felt a quiet but
justifiable pride in what I, raised in a broken and
often poor family, had accomplished, and
looked forward optimistically to the future.

Support This Suit Against the SPLC and the Efforts of the FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION!
❏ YES! I want to support attorney Glen Allen’s lawsuit against the SPLC. This
suit is unique in that Glen is going after the SPLC for abusing its status as a
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and for violating the Racketeering Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations Act. In this case, the SPLC used admittedly stolen
documents from a controversial organization to smear donors and improperly
used its power and resources to try to prevent Donald Trump from becoming
president. The SPLC is trying to impose Soviet-style thought control on America.
Let's fight back! NOTE: Those who donate $100 or more will receive a FREE
copy of Glen’s 80-page brief.

I WANT TO DONATE:
❏ $20 ❏ $25 ❏ $35 ❏ $50 ❏ $75 ❏ $100 ❏ $200 ❏ $250 ❏ $500
❏ $1,000 ❏ $2000 ❏ $2500 ❏ $3000 ❏ $4000 ❏ $5000 ❏ Other _____
Makes checks, money orders or credit card donations to:
FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION or just “FEF.”

I ENCLOSE: $ _________ via ❏ Cash/Check/MO ❏ Credit Card
NOTE: Your donation is TAX DEDUCTIBLE to the fullest extent of the law.

CREDIT CARD # _______________________________________________________
EXP. DATE ___________ SEC. CODE ___________ SIG. ______________________
YOUR NAME __________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________
CITY, STATE/ZIP _______________________________________________________

❏ Please send me a letter I can use on my taxes to write this tax-deductible donation off my 2019 tax forms.
❏ I would like to receive a thank you letter directly from Mr. Allen and
would like to be included in his email updates on the status of the case.
My email address is: ______________________________
CLIP THIS COUPON AND SEND IT TO:
FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION INC.
P.O. BOX 1479 • UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
NOTE: AMERICAN FREE PRESS endorses the efforts of FEF!

SUPPORT GLEN ALLEN’S SUIT AGAINST THE SPLC
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Use the form on page 16 and return
with your donation ASAP to Free
Expression Foundation, POB 1479,
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772.
TARGETED BY MORRIS DEES & THE SPLC

All this changed abruptly and profoundly on
Aug. 17, 2016, when the Southern Poverty Law
Center (SPLC) published a distorted “Hatewatch” article about me and made it a news
story in dozens of newspapers around the country. Within two days I lost my job, my reputation was destroyed, and I became a pariah in the
city and legal community I had served honorably. The fact that I had worked zealously and
ethically in my law practice and for the City of
Baltimore was of no interest to the SPLC. Why
would the SPLC care about such things? Its goal
was to destroy a political nonconformist as a
warning to others and to make money for itself.

Left, Maajid Nawaz is shown after being brutally attacked by thugs who had been convinced he was
a “hater” after being labeled as such by the Southern Poverty Law Center. At right, Richard Spencer
is shown being cold-cocked by an antifa neo-Bolshevik hooligan for exercising his free speech rights.

JUST LIKE THE OLD SOVIET UNION

As it happened, about the time the SPLC attacked me I had been reading a book that contained a Russian immigrant’s account of her life
under the old Soviet regime. As I read that account again as the SPLC nightmare was unfolding, I winced. Here is her account:
I look at the people who support the transformation of America in disbelief: They are
destroying the very land that gave them so
much opportunity. . . . In the USSR, representatives of the Communist Party . . . were ingrained into every aspect of civilian, official,
and military life. These political organizers
controlled public order by observing the behavior and speech of every citizen. People
who wanted a more secure and privileged life
found it necessary to join the propaganda machine. In order to survive, citizens were silent
out of fear of retaliation by the authorities.

I winced because I felt I was reading a description of what life was fast becoming here in
America under the growing domination of Soviet-style thought control networks such as the
SPLC, the liberal media, the entertainment industry, our schools and campuses, and our government. I shook my head in disbelief. Could
this really be happening? In America?
WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?

Let’s get real. It is happening, with ever-growing intensity. The critical question is: What shall
we do about it? To borrow words from Patrick
Henry’s famous “Give Me Liberty or Give Me
Death” speech, shall we “lie supinely on our
backs until our enemies have bound us hand
and foot”? Or, “if we wish to be free, if we mean
to reserve those inestimable privileges for
which we have been so long contending, if we
mean not basely to abandon the noble struggle
in which we have so long been engaged . . . we
must fight!”
I say we fight back. With your support, the
FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION, INC. can be an effective means for doing so. Please let FEF hear
from you. Let’s not lie supinely on our backs but
stand tall on our feet, and fight. Please give your
most generous donation today.
★

FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION

Condemns Violence as a Solution
ALL Americans deserve the right to free speech
—whether they are on the left or on the right

I

By Paul Angel

t has become a disheartening image
seen all too frequently: A deranged radical, hoping to make a political point,
sucker punches a perceived adversary in
the face. It’s been a refrain sung by the
left for several years, whereby individuals are
encouraged to “punch a Nazi.” The problem is,
in today’s strange world, anyone who is not on
the far left of the political spectrum is, to the
neo-Bolsheviks out there, a “Nazi”—from the
grandma working against illegal immigration
to the newscaster who has the guts to point
out the hypocritical posturing of “antifa.”
Alt-right figure Richard Spencer was a victim of a sucker punch, and the leftist perpetrator was never apprehended or charged. More
recently, critic of radical Islamists Maajid
Nawaz in England received the same barbaric
treatment. And still more recently, on the campus of the University of California at Berkeley,
one Zachary Greenberg viciously attacked a
conservative activist in the face because the activist was protesting fake hate crimes. Many
more instances, unfortunately, could be cited.
The FREE EXPRESSION FOUNDATION (FEF)
condemns this political violence. But, a
devil’s advocate may ask, why? Isn’t a good
punch in the face a dramatic way to make a
political point and intimidate your adversaries? It may be dramatic and intimidating,

but it is still reprehensible.
There are several reasons why such actions must be denounced.
First, Western civilization, at its best, is
grounded on respect for the autonomy of the
individual, and this means giving the individual space to speak and advocate effectively.
Enforced silence by violence violates this
principle of free speech and thought.
Second, political violence leads to counterviolence and a debasement of the rule of law.
Individual liberties cannot flourish in an environment of thuggery and chaos.
Third, when some voices are silenced by
physical attacks, the likelihood of truth being
discovered and made public is greatly lessened.
Fourth, democracy is in a constant dynamic between stability and change. The
proper balance—the proper gradual adjustments—cannot be achieved if free expression
is threatened.
To slightly reword a famous maxim by
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, the remedy for speech that offends is not enforced
silence, whether by law, deplatforming or a
sucker punch in the face. It is more and freer
speech. That is the remedy FREE EXPRESSION
FOUNDATION advocates. Leave the violence to
the thugs. America was founded with a respect for the opinions of others. But rest assured, if we are confronted violently, we must
all defend ourselves and our families.
H
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Media Censorship Campaign:
Whites Specifically Targeted

“Facebook’s decision
to censor so-called
‘white nationalism’ is
the latest Big Tech
flailing in the general
direction of free
speech.”
—FAITH GOLDY

• Any form of speech demonstrating white pride banned

F

By John Friend

acebook and Instagram, arguably the
most influential and popular social
media sites in the world, announced
recently that they will begin to ban
any form of “praise, support, and representation of white nationalism and white separatism” on their platforms, according to an official statement published by Facebook.
“It’s clear that these concepts are deeply
linked to organized hate groups and have no
place on our services,” Facebook stated in its announcement, which has drawn both praise and
condemnation alike from social media users,
civil rights groups, free speech activists, and
others.
Facebook, which owns Instagram, has long
prohibited content on its platform that targets individuals based on race, ethnicity, or religion,
with users regularly being suspended or banned
by the social media giant for expressing socalled “hateful” or “racist” perspectives. Even
many conservatives and alternative media personalities, such as Alex Jones, have been either
banned or suspended from Facebook.
Facebook and Instagram’s newly announced
ban on white nationalism and separatism is perhaps the most Orwellian censorship policy conceptualized yet. Facebook now “will not tolerate
praise or support for white nationalism and
white separatism,” while also claiming to allow

its users to “be able to demonstrate pride in
their ethnic heritage.” Critics of the newly announced policy wonder how white people will
be able to demonstrate pride in their ethnic heritage on the platform without being considered
a white nationalist or separatist, and thus
banned from the platforms.
“This is just part of the very wide-ranging
campaign to expunge the ideas of the dissident
right—a campaign that includes book banning
by Amazon, Twitter banning and shadow banning, and financial companies like PayPal refusing service to basically anyone denounced
by groups like the Anti-Defamation League and
Southern Poverty Law Center,” Dr. Kevin MacDonald, a former university professor and author, told this reporter. “A policy that only whites
are banned for racial pride is outrageous and
clearly involves double standards. Obviously,
they are afraid of our ideas.”
Faith Goldy, a Canadian activist and independent journalist who recently ran for mayor in
Toronto, was equally as critical of the newly announced policy.
“Facebook’s decision to censor so-called
‘white nationalism,’ which really amounts to any
post discussing demographics, is the latest Big
Tech flailing in the general direction of free
speech,” Goldy explained to this reporter. “The
next generation will have no concept of the Internet’s original form as the marketplace of
ideas. Rather, they will only be exposed to the
‘Filternet.’ The Filternet will bring about two
outcomes: groupthink and ghettoization. Rather

than bringing dissenters closer to the elites’ globalist worldview, it will only push these individuals further to the fringe, where they will fester.”
Goldy concluded with a rather ominous warning to those promoting censorship and deplatforming of conservative and alternative voices.
“If people are banned from expression and debate online, they will take their gripe to the
streets and it will take a lot more than an algorithm to stop them,” Goldy stated.
Many so-called civil rights groups, including
the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) and Color
of Change, praised the new policy, which they argue will help combat racial violence and supremacy.
“It’s no longer enough for companies to only
respond reactively to tragedies with long overdue policy changes like this one,” Jonathan
Greenblatt, the CEO of the ADL, said in a statement following Facebook’s announcement, referring to the new policy. “Join us in calling on all
tech CEOs to take aggressive action to prevent
the spread of extremism online.”
The Anti-Defamation League and the Southern Poverty Law Center both work closely with
large tech companies and social media giants, including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and
YouTube, in order to combat what they define as
“hate” and “bigotry,” which essentially amounts
to any criticism of multiculturalism, massive immigration to America and the wider Western
world, and other policies pushed and advanced
by the forces of globalism and the New World
Order.
★

How the Left Is Selling a Fake Race War
If you believe the news, today's America is plagued by an epidemic of violent hate crimes. But
is that really true? In Hate Crime Hoax, Professor Wilfred Reilly examines over 100 widely publicized
incidents of so-called hate crimes that never actually happened. With a critical eye and attention to detail, Reilly debunks these fabricated incidents—many of them alleged to have happened on college
campuses—and explores why so many Americans are driven to fake hate crimes. We’re not experiencing an epidemic of hate crimes, Reilly concludes, but we might be experiencing an unprecedented
epidemic of hate crime hoaxes. Dr. Reilly’s book is a must read on the epidemic of hate crime hoaxes,
especially given the recent high-profile case of Jussie Smollett. The mainstream media and social media
sites are quick to report on alleged hate crimes with little or no evidence or investigation. They also fail
miserably to ask difficult questions and follow up when presented with contradictory evidence. Additionally, many media sites have recently removed articles that they have published about fake hate
crimes. Hardback, 256 pages, $29 plus $6 S&H in the U.S. from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit
406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET.
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PC Police Eat Their Own
• Far-left now going after those feminists
who won’t toe the line on identity politics
By Tilton Adler

YOU CAN

M

ost Americans probably have never
heard of the label “trans-exclusionary radical feminist” (TERF)
before. Censorship, on the other
hand, is a phenomenon most people are familiar with, as it has become a major issue, especially in the world of alternative news.
The connection between these two, though, may
surprise you.
TERF is actually a derogatory term that’s used
to label certain feminists, who have the audacity to believe that biology determines gender and
that the narrative constructed by far-left activists
and the liberal media—that self-professed “identity” defines gender (in other words, if a man
wants to be a woman, he can just decide to be
one)—is not only incorrect but dangerous, especially for young people.
The irony here is that the radical feminists
that fall into the so-called TERF category are
generally considered to be left-leaning. Now
some of these women are being censored online
simply because they publicly state that, in fact,
men cannot be women even if they’re on hormones and undergo radical surgeries. Clearly,
censorship on the Internet is no longer picking
political or ideological “sides.”
For example, Meghan Murphy, a left-leaning,
feminist blogger, and activist who founded the
blog “Feminist Current” and has been outspoken
within the Women’s Liberation Front (WoLF),
was permanently banned and her account removed from Twitter after she intentionally “misgendered” and “deadnamed” a transgender
person. Her “crimes” consisted of referring to a
transgender person by their biological pronoun
rather than their assumed pronoun. Deadnaming
is when someone uses the trans-individual’s previous name, such as calling them “Sam” instead
of “Sally.”
Social media behemoth Twitter says these actions violate its “hateful conduct policy” and has
banned individuals for the crime of calling a biologically male trans-woman a “he” instead of a
“she.”
In 2018, the free website service Wordpress
abruptly shut down numerous feminist “blogs.”
WoLF and several other well-established groups
had over eight years of posts removed without
warning and were told, only after the fact, that
their content had been removed.
Attorneys at WoLF wrote, “No evidence has
been provided that so much as a single post on
any of these feminist sites contained any incitement to violence or other criminal activity, or in
any way constituted speech not protected under
First Amendment rights.”

BEAT IRS

The Internal Revenue Service has literally thousands of trained tax experts
to throw at you, stacking the deck
against the average citizen facing tax
problems. That’s why you need your
own experienced experts on your side,
fighting for you . . .

MEGHAN MURPHY
Banned for using wrong gender pronoun.
Evidently, their voices were censored simply
because they don’t adhere to mainstream
media’s attempt to make us accept politically
correct transgender policy—regardless of its inherent harm to women and girls.
And it’s getting worse.
Like it or not, Americans are now living in an
era in which saying there are only two genders is
not only politically incorrect but in states like
New York and California (as well as in Canada
and the UK) it is now a punishable crime.
Bolstered by existing discrimination laws, the
New York City Commission on Human Rights
has stated that employers, landlords, and
providers of services can be fined anywhere
from $125,000 to $250,000 for calling transgender individuals by the wrong name, gender, or
pronoun. Given the now lucrative result of complaining that one’s rights have been violated,
what is to stop an average Joe from suing if one
day he decides he’s now an average Josephine?
For those who claim these debates don’t affect
anyone living in the real world, in the UK, there
was a recent case where a 52-year-old biological
man, who identified as a woman, was sent to a
women’s prison after he was convicted of, among
other things, sexually assaulting women and children. Then, as an inmate, he proceeded to rape
more women. According to the UK Centre for
Crime and Justice Studies, a “male-bodied prisoner who had a gender recognition certificate as
female ‘had to be transferred to the female estate
even though one of her index offenses was attempted rape of a woman.’”
This is exactly the type of scenario these censored liberal feminists are working to prevent—
and, for that, they face derision and censorship
among others on the left.
★

The MacPherson
Group, LLC
Rescuing Americans
from IRS tyranny

T

he MacPhersons have been defending freedom and securing the blessings of liberty since 1978. Nathan
MacPherson grew up watching his father defend Patriots accused of tax crimes. With patriarch Mac MacPherson consulting with his
son, they now form a one-two punch
against tyranny, representing clients in
every U.S. state, the District of Columbia,
and several foreign countries on four continents. Two generations of Tax Defense Attorneys with extensive experience in exactly the problems you may be facing now.

IRS Debt, Liens, Levies
Got You Down?
The best defense is a good offense!

• Offer in Compromise • Currently Not Collectible
• Penalty Abatement • Partial-Pay Installment
Agreement • Audit Reconsideration
• Collection Due Process Appeals Hearing
• Collection Appeals Process

CONTACT:
The MacPherson Group:
Call 1-800-BEAT-IRS
(623) 209-2003
www.BEAT-IRS.com
info@BeatIRS.com
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MARK ZUCKERBERG
Facebook’s top censor.
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GEORGE SOROS
Radical leftist billionaire.

SERGEY BRINN
Google co-founder.

The Terrible Ten

Here Are Some of the Entities That Are Deciding
What You Are Allowed to See, Say, Read or Think
THE ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE (ADL)

1

One the most vicious and effective tools
used against the freedoms enshrined in the
Constitution’s Bill of Rights, the AntiDefamation League (ADL) is the international organization ostensibly dedicated to snuffing out
“anti-Semitism and all forms of bigotry.”
Founded in 1913 to exonerate Leo Frank, the
Jewish-American factory boss convicted of murdering a 13-year-old female employee, the ADL
has been on a tear to prevent any and all criticism of Israel, using their control over politicians across the globe and via the courts. In the
U.S., the ADL is one of the main organs seeking
to remove any mention of God and Christianity
(including manger scenes and Christmas trees)
from the public square, capitalizing on the
Supreme Court’s errant use of the created-out-ofthin-air doctrine of separation of church and
state. Currently headed by Jonathan Greenblatt.

AMAZON

2

Launched as an online bookstore in 1994 by
Jeff Bezos, Amazon is now a multinational
corporation focusing on e-commerce, cloud
computing, and artificial intelligence, and is the
largest e-commerce marketplace and cloud computing platform in the world. In July 2018, Bezos
was named the “richest man in modern history,”

after his net worth increased to $150 billion.
Amazon went on a book-burning binge in 2017
after thousands of threats were called into Jewish community centers around the world, only to
be discovered later the culprit was an IsraeliAmerican. Bezos didn’t offer to restore the hundreds of titles—mostly revisionist history
books—his company banished after this revelation. Amazon continues to delist titles that challenge the status quo.
FACEBOOK

3

Begun in 2003 by Mark Zuckerberg as a
website called “Facemash,” which asked
users to compare two pictures of people
and pick the better-looking one, Facebook
evolved into an online social media and social
networking service giant with over 2 billion
monthly active users. Facebook regularly assigns users to “Facebook jail”—a 30-day ban
from using the service—when their rules are violated, although they never really explain exactly why the user was banished. Certain websites are permanently blocked from having their
website’s links placed on Facebook, like “VeteransToday.com,” most likely due to their regular
criticism of Israel’s apartheid policies. Facebook
acquired Instagram, the photo and video-sharing
social networking service, in 2012, and applies
its censorship tactics to that site as well.

GEORGE SOROS

4

George Soros, born as Schwartz György in
1930 in Budapest, is arguably the face of social discord and unfettered immigration into
previously Anglo-Saxon-dominated Western societies. An investor and philanthropist, tagged
“The Man Who Broke the Bank of England” after
he bet against the UK’s currency and turned a
profit of over $1 billion and Soros’s net worth
was over $8 billion last year, but he has donated
over $32 billion to his Open Society Foundations,
named no doubt for his view on how all countries
should be organized. Completely dedicated to
leftist causes, Soros stated in an interview with
The Washington Post “that removing President
George W. Bush from office was the central focus
of my life and a matter of life and death,” stating
that “he would sacrifice his entire fortune to defeat Bush if someone guaranteed it.” He has been
tied to the funding of the relatively new disruptive entities Black Lives Matter and antifa, both
dedicated to upending U.S. civilization rooted in
the rule of law.

GOOGLE

5

Google, listed as the most valuable brand in
the world as of 2017, owns Google.com, the
most visited website in the world. Founded
in 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin while

AFP ON FREEDOM OF SPEECH

LARRY PAGE
Google co-founder

DAVID BROCK
MORRIS DEES
Hates conservative opinions. SPLC’s disgraced founder.

Ph.D. students at Stanford University, some of
Google’s other divisions claim the top 100 most
visited websites in the world, including YouTube,
the ubiquitous video-sharing website that never
met a video questioning the powers-that-be that
it didn’t delete. Google is roundly criticized for
paying little mind to its users’ privacy concerns,
its pattern of tax avoidance, glaring antitrust issues, censorship, and Google Search’s search
neutrality. Google has come under fire lately for
its leftist agenda, leaked to the press via videos
and emails.
MEDIA MATTERS FOR AMERICA

6

Founded in 2004 by former conservative
journalist turned progressive David Brock,
“to combat the conservative journalism sector that he had once been a part of,” the nonprofit Media Matters for America (MMfA)
spends its time and money monitoring and comparing U.S. news sources to reach absurd conclusions like “Democrats and progressives are
outnumbered by Republicans and conservatives
in terms of guest appearances on television
news programs.” Funded by the usual leftists,
MMfA’s policy is not to list their donors, although
it was revealed that in 2010, everyone’s favorite
“progressive,” George Soros, concerned over
“recent evidence suggesting that the incendiary
rhetoric of Fox News hosts may incite violence,”
donated $1 million.
MMfA’s latest favorite target is conservative
political commentator Tucker Carlson, who appeared on CNN and MSNBC before landing on
Fox News in 2009. Carlson was not a target when
he was on left-leaning fake news networks.
PAYPAL

7
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Launched in 1999, PayPal operates a global
online payments system, accommodating
online money transfers, acting as an electronic alternative to paper checks and money orders, “serving” over 250 million users and annual
revenue in 2017 of over $13 billion. Acquired by
online auction site eBay in 2002, the company is
regularly embroiled in controversy and litigation,
its most recent space in the headlines brought
about by its 2018 banning of alternative journalist Alex Jones and his website “Infowars” for

JACK DORSEY
Twitter co-founder.

“content that was hateful and discriminatory
against certain religious groups.” PayPal freezes
the accounts of users who don’t subscribe to its
worldview, which generally means criticizing the
powers-that-be too forcefully, shutting down the
user’s livelihood. On top of the freezing, they even
brazenly hold money in the account.
A typical email from PayPal informing a user
that they’ve fallen out of favor with the financial
behemoth states: “After reviewing your account
activity, we’ve determined that you’re in violation of PayPal’s Acceptable Use Policy. As a result, we’ve placed a permanent limitation on your
account. As per the User Agreement, when PayPal places a permanent limitation on an account
. . . any funds in your account will be held for 180
days.”
SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER

8
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The greatly disgraced Southern Poverty
Law Center (SPLC) was founded in 1971 as
a nonprofit legal advocacy organization. Its
original targets were “white supremacists,” but
after those were all capitalized upon and run
out of town (there were only a handful), the
“civil rights” organization was forced to create
new bogeymen to keep the game going. They
branched out into classifying people and groups
as “haters,” and whipped up handy “hate lists,”
branding anyone and anything that didn’t agree
with their extreme-left way of thinking a “hater,”
which has had disastrous consequences for
many of those targeted.
Many news outlets are critical of the SPLC’s
fundraising, calling the group a fraud that uses
hyperbole and overstates the prevalence of hate
groups to raise large amounts of money, and reporting that it exaggerated the threat posed by
the Klan and similar groups in order to raise
money, discriminated against black employees,
and used misleading fundraising tactics.
That hasn’t prevented donations from gullible
leftist extremists like actor George Clooney,
who, through his Clooney Foundation for Justice, gave the SPLC a $1 million grant in the
wake of the “white nationalist” gathering in
Charlottesville in 2017. Many more misinformed
and those with a leftist agenda keep the SPLC
humming, as it maintains revenue of $136 million
and an endowment of $471 million in 2018.
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THE U.S. CONGRESS
Betraying the People.

TWITTER

9

Launched in 2006, Twitter—an online news
and social networking service—broadcasts
short bursts “of inconsequential information” over the Internet, called “tweets,” something adored by the brain-dead masses whose attention spans have been reduced to those of
gnats. Used by more than 100 million people,
who post over 500 million tweets a day, it is one
of the 10 most-visited websites in the world. So
popular is this service, that during the last U.S.
presidential election, Twitter was the biggest
source of breaking news on Election Day. Twitter has been in the news lately, mostly for banning users who might be considered politically
conservative or right-leaning, while allowing leftist users to do as they wish.

THE U.S. CONGRESS

10

Although ostensibly protected by
Amendment I of the Constitution’s Bill
of Rights, senators and representatives
regularly violate Americans’ freedom of speech.
The most recent example of this can be found in
the first bill introduced in the Senate this year.
Traditionally, the very first bill introduced by
the majority party sends an important message
about what their legislative priorities are. Senate
Bill 1, Strengthening America’s Security in the
Middle East Act of 2019, would do a few things,
but mainly protect Israel from criticism, at the
expense of allowing U.S. citizens to exercise
their right to free speech. The ACLU stated that
“Democratic and Republican senators have decided that one of their first orders of business
. . . should be to sneak through a bill that would
weaken Americans’ First Amendment protections,” and “sends a message to Americans that
they will be penalized if they dare to disagree
with their government.” Although there have
been no fewer than nine roll call votes, the measure is stalled, thankfully.
H
——
This list of the “Terrible Ten” was compiled and edited by
Dave Gahary, a former submariner in the U.S. Navy, who prevailed in a suit brought by the New York Stock Exchange in
an attempt to silence him. Dave is the producer of an upcoming
film about the attack on the USS Liberty. See the website erasingtheliberty.com or call (850) 677-0344 for more information.
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AFP ON ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

America Facing Historic Border Crisis
• Border Patrol says people from 44 nations entering illegally across southern border
• Media censors worst crisis in 10 years; Trump right to declare national emergency
By Mark Anderson

H

IDALGO COUNTY, Texas—The Rio
Grande Valley of Texas, where so far
this year 25,000 illegal immigrants have
evaded apprehension, isn’t just dealing with the criminal elements that ride
the wave of caravans of Central Americans illegally
crossing into the U.S. The valley is also plagued by
a meddlesome local media that engages in stereotyping and melodrama intended to shame the people who could do the most—the U.S. Border Patrol—to halt the border crisis into accepting an
almost constant exodus of people trudging through
Mexico into the U.S.
Valley media also downplays or ignores the fact
that, in addition to the 25,000 who got away, another
120,000 illegal entrants have already been caught so
far in this fiscal year, which began Oct. 1, 2018, according to Rio Grande Valley Sector Deputy Chief
Border Patrol Agent Raul Ortiz. If such numbers
aren’t abated, over 1 million people could cross the
southern border into the U.S. by year’s end.
With detention facilities stretched to the breaking point and Border Patrol, immigration judgeships, and other key positions still understaffed,
many Central American adults and children are being simply given a bus ticket so they can freely
wander about the U.S. without even a court hearing
in the hopes that they’ll return for a hearing later.
But most importantly, as Ortiz told The Epoch
Times regarding the backgrounds of those flooding
into the U.S.: “We actually don’t know who they are.
So far, here in south Texas, we’ve apprehended

folks from 44 different countries. These are from
the Middle East, Southeast Asia, Yemen, Iraq, Pakistan, Iran, you name it.”
The alternative newspaper The Epoch Times and
other alternative media, including AFP, have long
noted that the southern border, especially in Texas,
is where people from across the world enter the
U.S., usually illegally. But you’d be hard-pressed to
find anything other than an occasional blurb buried
in the back of Valley newspapers about the fact that
this isn’t just a Central American invasion—rather,
it has involved people traipsing into America from
as many as 75 countries over the last 10 years.
This writer, having lived in the valley for over 13
years, rode with civilian border scouts in 2008,
among other border news-gathering assignments.
This includes monitoring the area’s conventional
media reports. The implication of nearly every written news report and broadcast in this heavily Hispanic region is that all Hispanics, by definition,
must be in automatic solidarity and could only believe in open borders with few if any conditions, as
if a Hispanic conservative who believes in defending the border is an impossibility.
Tell that to the 500 or more ardent Trump supporters who lined the streets of McAllen when the
president visited the valley on Jan. 10. These supporters, the majority of whom were Hispanic—
with some Hispanic children holding signs that said
“Finish the Wall”—expressed strong support for
much stricter border defense. They easily equaled
in number the anti-Trump, anti-wall protestors who
turned out that day, some of whom apparently had
been bused in from more distant locales.
Valley media did its best to flush the big Hispanic turnout for President Donald Trump down

the memory hole. Then, in late March, it trotted out
an allegedly accurate poll, conducted by the local
University of Texas/RGV campus. The poll, lo and
behold, suggests that three out of every four Valley
citizens oppose the border wall—as if border defense policy should be based upon the shifting
sands of public opinion.
The local Monitor newspaper constantly publishes photos of young children and families (although a number of children are brought in by people only claiming to be their parents) to emotionally
sell the notion that the only “humane” way to deal
with what appears to be the worst border breach in
about 10 years is simply to maintain a more or less
open border.
An open border, however, incentivizes the very
human traffickers and drug traffickers that prey
upon vulnerable migrant children and families for
whom the local media, religious charities, and other
organizations, including the Catholic Diocese, profess heartfelt concern.
Trump is at a crossroads. He did declare an emergency, vetoed an attempt by Congress to nullify the
emergency, and secured $8 billion for the wall by
getting already budgeted money from other accounts and not relying solely on congressional outlays, but the question is, now what?
Military resources from both state and federal
levels are at the border, we’re told, but it’s not altogether clear what’s being done.
It’s time for AFP readers, not just those in border
states, to make lots of phone calls to Congress,
Trump, senators, state police, state representatives,
and other officials to demand border sanity and
defense until a sufficient wall and other longerterm measures can come to fruition.
H
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Trump Right About Sanctions
• Economic sanctions only cause more suffering
By Dr. Ron Paul

I

n late March, President Donald Trump admitted what the Washington policy establishment of both parties would rather be
kept quiet. Asked why he intervened to
block a new round of sanctions on North
Korea, he told the media that he believes
the people of North Korea have suffered enough.
“They are suffering greatly in North Korea . . . and
I just didn’t think additional sanctions at this
time were necessary,” he said.
The foreign policy establishment in Washington, whether they are neocons, “humanitarian
interventionists,” so-called “realists,” or even progressives, have long embraced sanctions as a
way to pressure governments into doing what
Washington wants without having to resort to
war.
During my time in Congress I saw many of my
anti-war colleagues on the Left vote for sanctions because they believed sanctions are more
“humane” than war. Neocons and other interventionists endorse sanctions because they
know that sooner or later they will lead to war,
their preferred foreign policy.
With his characteristic bluntness, Trump has
exposed this big lie. Sanctions are not a more humane alternative to war. They are just another
form of war. In fact, they are perhaps the cruelest
form of war, because they do not target the military of an adversary, but rather the innocent

civilian population. As Trump said, they make
people suffer.
Sanctions are meant to make life so miserable for the civilian population that it rises up and
overthrows a leader out of favor in Washington.
In Iraq in the 1990s, those sanctions cost the
lives of a half-a-million children, but then-Secretary of State Madeleine Albright infamously said
she thought the price was worth it. But still the
people didn’t rise up and overthrow Saddam
even as their lives became more and more miserable. So the neocons had to concoct some lies
about WMDs, and Iraq was invaded anyway. An
estimated million more people were killed in
that war. So much for the “humanitarianism” of
sanctions.
Sanctions often target water supplies, sewage
treatment, medicine, food supply, and other essentials for civilian life. After the people suffer
under the “soft” war of sanctions, though, they
most often are forced to suffer again as the U.S.
attacks anyway. That was the case in Iraq, Libya,
Syria, and elsewhere. And it may soon be the
case for Venezuela and perhaps even North Korea.
In Yemen, sanctions have contributed to the
death of some 80,000 children from starvation.
Millions more are facing starvation, yet they continue to resist Saudi and U.S. demands that they
overthrow their government.
Sanctions do not inspire people to rise up and
overthrow their governments. Most civilians suffering under sanctions couldn’t throw out their
rulers even if they wanted to—after being im-
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DONALD TRUMP

poverished and malnourished for years, are they
really expected to take on their own government’s military?
I am glad to hear Trump tell the truth about
sanctions. They hurt the powerless in the false
hope that the powerful will change their behavior. No new sanctions on North Korea is a good
start. Now how about dismantling the inhumane
and counterproductive sanctions from Caracas
to Damascus and from Moscow to Beirut? Let’s
return to a foreign policy of peace and engagement, backed by a strong military for our deH
fense alone.
——

Ron Paul, a former U.S. representative from Texas and medical doctor,
continues to write his weekly column for the Ron Paul Institute for Peace and
Prosperity, online at www.ronpaulinstitute.org.
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EYE ON EUROPE

Rift Has Never Been Wider
Between the U.S. and EU
By Richard Walker

A

s relations between Washington and
the European Union (EU) continue
to deteriorate, it is conceivable that
one of the casualties will be the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
It could be replaced by a new European Army led
by Germany and France. Britain would not be
part of the leadership of such a force, or perhaps
might choose not to be involved, given that
Brexit will hopefully soon end its links to the EU.
While some may say this is speculative, there
is sufficient evidence that the NATO alliance is
crumbling. Not for the first time, European members of the transatlantic alliance have to consider its demise and what will replace it. According to diplomatic sources in Europe who
spoke to AFP on condition of anonymity, there
have been discussions in the corridors of power
in Brussels about crumbling relations with the
Trump administration and the urgent need—with
Britain leaving the EU—to contemplate a new
European military force to replace NATO.
Since his election victory, President Donald
Trump has consistently reproached Europe for
making America pay the financial burden for
sustaining NATO. He has suggested he has not
been fully committed to NATO’s Article 5 that essentially commits every NATO member to defend any member who is attacked. But more importantly, perhaps, is the stark divergence of
Washington foreign policy from that of the EU.

The latest example was the decision by 22 EU
member states to publicly attack Trump for supporting Israel’s illegal occupation of the Golan
Heights. The president essentially gave Israel a
green light to claim ownership of the Golan. The
EU also refused to back Trump and Israel’s campaign to destroy the international Iran nuclear
deal and has taken a harder line with the Saudis
over their slaughter of innocents in Yemen.
There are some in the NATO fold and in Washington who have feared these past two years that
deep cracks in the alliance were widening as the
EU and the Trump administration pursued different foreign policy goals and fought over funding. A British diplomat based in Brussels told
AFP off-the-record that, in his words, “The writing has been on the wall for some time that NATO
will not survive this Trump presidency.”
He added: “Some of us thought it fanciful
when a suggestion came from Washington that
NATO should include Israel in it ranks. It wasn’t
the first time this subject was broached within
NATO, but this time it was progressed by pro-Israel hawks close to the Trump White House who
thought it might heal rifts, but it was designed to
draw NATO into Israel’s Middle East strategy. It
was dismissed as unworkable. Anyway, it would
never have passed muster with Europeans.”
Interestingly, Israel would be unhappy to see
the end of NATO, according to Daniel Shapiro, a
former U.S. ambassador to Israel, writing in
Ha’aretz. He has argued that such a move would
empower Russia, especially in the Middle East,
and that Israelis should encourage Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to prevail upon

TEN MYTHS ABOUT ISRAEL
By Ilan Pappe, “Israel’s Bravest Historian”

I

n this groundbreaking book, published on the 50th anniversary of the Occupation,
the outspoken Israeli historian Ilan Pappe examines the most contested ideas concerning the origins and identity of the contemporary state of Israel. The “10 myths”
that Pappe explores—repeated endlessly in the media, enforced by the military, accepted without question by the world’s governments—reinforce the regional status quo. He explores the claim that Palestine was an empty land at the time of the Balfour
Declaration, as well as the formation of Zionism and its role in the early decades of nation
building. He asks whether the Palestinians voluntarily left their homeland in 1948, and
whether June 1967 was a war of “no choice.” Turning to the myths surrounding the failures of the Camp David Accords and the official reasons for the attacks on Gaza, Pappe explains why the two-state solution is no longer viable. Softcover, 192 pages, $16 plus $4
S&H inside the U.S. from AFP Bookstore, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper
Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Order
the book online at www.AmericanFreePress.net.

DANIEL SHAPIRO
Says Israel needs U.S. to stay in NATO.
Trump to stay in the alliance.
Meanwhile, in Europe there has been much
confused thinking about NATO with German
Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President
Emmanuel Macron suggesting the creation of a
European quick reaction force to complement
the alliance. Trump, however, has angrily dismissed it as “insulting.”
NATO top brass have been trying to damp
down any talk of a European quick response
force, or a European Army, even though 22 states
could put over 1 million soldiers in the field.
There are, however, factors outside NATO’s control. Aside from serious and ever-growing foreign
policy disputes between the EU and Washington,
there is always the possibility of a tariff war over
cars and other products that would shred relations between Washington and one of the world’s
biggest economic blocs.
Some senators have been putting together legislation aimed at preventing Trump from ending
NATO membership without congressional approval, but it remains to be seen if they have majority approval in the Senate. In contrast, the
president believes that he has the authority to
make such a move. He may be right. All it would
require for him to end a formal treaty like the one
with NATO is an executive order.
After 70 years of NATO, it is difficult to calculate the outcome of its demise. By any measure,
it could result in a massive realignment of power
that could weaken both Europe and the U.S. militarily. It could mean that any future U.S. conflicts
across the globe would be denied European support, and the bases needed to reach many parts
of the world. Europe likewise would have to go
it alone and deal with its own security. While it is
not clear if the American public as a whole would
support leaving the alliance, it is no longer a subH
ject that can be pushed under the rug.
——
Richard Walker is the pen name of a former N.Y. news producer.
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Brexit Deadline Passes, But UK Still in EU
By Mark Anderson

T

he long-awaited March 29 deadline for
the UK to leave the European Union
(EU) has come and gone. Unfortunately, the indecision surrounding the
UK’s next steps has left the UK well
within the EU’s clutches after nearly three years
of negotiations between UK and EU officials
about Britain’s anticipated exit.
Some dedicated British activists, however, are
tired of what they describe as deceptive political
theater out of Westminster, designed, they maintain, to ultimately disobey the will of the voters
as expressed in the “Brexit” referendum back in
June 2016.
Justin Walker, a longtime British Constitution
Group member, military veteran, and activist, is
well aware that Britain is still embedded in the
EU’s regulatory network and entangled in the
newly created EU-directed European Army. Outlining a constructive response to the Brexit folly,
Walker told AFP that he’s helping to lead the New
Chartist Movement to promote a far better vision
that transcends Brexit and aims for lasting reforms intended to bring people together and
tackle specific problems—while exposing the City
of London’s monetary manipulation and other illicit operations of the power behind the throne.
In the wake of the UK House of Commons
voting Friday, March 29 against Britain leaving
the EU—the third time the legislative body has
rejected Prime Minister Theresa May’s proposed
“Brexit deal”—Walker called the Brexit debate
and the UK government’s inability or unwillingness to finalize and implement it “all pantomime”
and divisive “deep-state manipulation.” Walker’s
outlook reflects the views of the more astute
Brits who believe an acceptable exit is simply not
in the cards, or that an exit simply won’t happen.
The original Chartists became a mass movement in 1836, which lasted about 12 years, with
the goal of making government more transparent
and accountable. But the mid-19th-century
British state wanted no part of populist-style reforms and even resorted to armed force to quell
some Chartist-based protests. Still, when Chartism’s original leader, Feargus O’Connor, died,
over 40,000 people turned out for his funeral.
The New Chartist Movement (NCM) honors
key Chartist traditions while enlarging the original mission. The core message Walker and his fellow NCM activists want to convey—as Britain’s
chances of a successful, meaningful exit from the
EU look increasingly unlikely—is contained in
the NCM’s “Sovereign People’s Charter.” The
Charter’s “Seven Requirements,” in a slightly abbreviated form, are as follows:
Full restoration of our ancient and proven
“Common Law Trial by Jury and Annulment by
Jury” Constitution that puts . . . the people,
firmly back in authority over our agenda-driven and self-serving politicians, judges,
lawyers, and bankers by lawfully removing
from them their powers to punish and deceive.
The “Creation of Prosperity” . . . by bring-

FEARGUS O’CONNOR
Founder of Chartist Movement.
ing back debt-free and interest-free treasury
money that’s based on the wealth and labor of
our nation—exactly as we did in 1914 with the
enormously successful Bradbury Pound.
The ending of abuse and harm of all children whilst protecting the Common Law rights
of parents . . . to strengthen the family unit.
The assurance that we have the armed serv-

ices needed to fully protect the sovereignty of
our country . . . whilst also guaranteeing the
operational resources needed for . . . community policing to keep our streets safe.
The exposure and removal of the hidden
and alien system of “legalese” governance that
controls our judges and court system whilst using outright fraud, deception, and entrapment
to unlawfully impoverish and constrain the ordinary people.
The call for a new and democratic “Europe
of Sovereign Countries” to replace the planned
“European Union Superstate.” In other words,
“a fresh European initiative” . . . free from the
unelected and unaccountable European Commission and the privately-run, debt-creating
European Central Bank.
The guarantee that science is always used
for the well-being and advancement of all and
not for the profit . . . of the few. This includes
the immediate termination of the . . . dangerous
5G rollout [i.e., high-intensity, next-generation
mass communications infrastructure],” along
with opposing “fracking, geo-engineering and
compulsory vaccinations.”

As the new Chartists forge ahead and circulate their ideas, what Walker wants people on
both sides of the Brexit debate to understand is
that they’ve been deceived by a devious mass
media and corrupt and negligent politicians,
among others, who’ve falsely portrayed most
Brexit supporters as potentially violent “rightH
wing racists.”

A great selection of books, booklets, DVDs and CDs from a
leading independent history research and publishing center.
Our well-organized website offers a large selection of informative and thought-provoking books and discs on World War II,
the Middle East conflict, the “Jewish question,” Third Reich
Germany, and much more.
Online ordering is easy and secure!
A promotional flyer of new and noteworthy items is free upon request.
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Former Trump Advisor Explains
How Deep State Took Him Down
By Donald Jeffries

R

einvigorated by Robert Mueller’s findings that there was no evidence of
collusion between the Russians and
Donald Trump’s campaign, former
foreign policy advisor George Papadopoulos is pulling no punches. Papadopoulos epitomized the insignificant nature of
Mueller’s investigation, as he served 12 days of
a two-week sentence for lying to FBI agents
about his contacts with individuals supposedly
linked to Russia during the 2016 campaign. After
he was charged, Trump and others dismissed Papadopoulos as a low-level volunteer, akin to an
office boy.
Papadopoulos is now promoting his new
book, Deep State Target: How I Got Caught in
the Crosshairs of the Plot to Bring Down President Trump. Papadopoulos’s lawyers have requested a pardon from Trump, and he is considering withdrawing his initial guilty plea.
Papadopoulos told “Fox and Friends” recently that the special counsel’s investigation was a
“hoax.” During his book tour, the former Trump
aide is being accompanied by a film crew working on a documentary series about him, entitled
Papa. The embattled 31-year-old described experiencing a “political rebirth” to Foreign Policy.
The story went that Maltese professor Joseph
Mifsud, who hasn’t been seen since November

2017, told Papadopoulos that the Russians had
“dirt” on Hillary Clinton, and the young aide then
passed this information on to Australian diplomat
Alexander Downer in London. Papadopoulos admitted hearing from Mifsud that the Russians had
hacked emails from the Democratic National
Committee but denies that he relayed this to
Downer.
In his new book, Papadopoulos described the
“Russiagate” probe as, “At best it’s prosecutorial overreach; at worst, it’s the Deep State declaring war on Donald Trump—and with that, a
war on truth, justice, and the American way.” Papadopoulos recounted being pressured by the FBI
into lying as part of a plea bargain. Papadopoulos’s wife Mangiante, a lawyer and aspiring actress, is rumored to be working on her own book
about the Russian investigation.
Trump himself has called Papadopoulos a
“liar,” but his former aide remains loyal to the
president. “I wouldn’t change a thing,” Papadopoulos declared on “Hill TV.” “I think the
2016 election was a historic moment. It was a
monumental event in, I think, global history, and
it obviously changed modern political history in
the United States and certainly around the
world.” Papadopoulos acknowledged the uncertainty of depending upon Trump clearing his
name, saying, “The president has an unorthodox
way of handing out pardons.”
“I can’t say that I regret it because, like I said
in the beginning of this, so much of the information about me was fake, and now that I’m al-

Deep State Target
How I Got Caught in the
Crosshairs of the Plot to
Bring Down President Trump

By George Papadopoulos. Deep State Target is the only firsthand
account that proves the attempted sabotage of Donald Trump’s
presidential campaign by American and international intelligence
services. As he explains in Deep State Target, there was an intricate set-up at play, and it was neither Trump nor the Russians
pulling the strings. American and allied intelligence services set
out to destroy a Trump presidency before it even started. Papadopoulos encountered a rogues’ gallery of infamous figures employed by agents from the U.S.,
Britain, and Australia. Here, he gives the play-by-play of how operatives like Professor Joseph Mifsud,
Sergei Millian, Alexander Downer, and Stefan Halper worked to invent a Russian conspiracy that would
irreparably damage the Trump administration. Hardback, 288 pages, $29 plus $4 S&H inside the U.S.
from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call AFP toll free at
1-888-699-6397 to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Order online at www.AmericanFreePress.net. Outside
the U.S. email Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net for foreign S&H.

PAPADOPOULOS

lowed to actually speak for the first time using
my own words, and I wrote a book that allows
the readers to understand how I got from A to Z,
and how the world got from A to Z,” Papadopoulos stated. “I can’t say that I regret it because, fortunately, it was basically a manufactured
investigation that I think my book will act as a
roadmap to lead another investigation into those
who committed actually treasonous acts into
American citizens and the president himself.”
In the book, Papadopoulos paints a picture of
a vast conspiracy against him, involving far
more persons than the vanished Mifsud. His scenario introduces an intriguing cast of characters,
including a Russian woman who pretended to be
Vladimir Putin’s niece, an Israeli who offered him
$10,000 in cash, an American professor stationed in London whom he suspects was acting
as an FBI informant, a series of senior Obama administration officials and, of course, Mueller and
his team of prosecutors.
“Yahoo News” predictably remained skeptical
in an interview with Papadopoulos, with the reporter scoffing that “the Australian government
is lying, Downer is lying, the FBI is lying, and
Robert Mueller is lying?” Papadopoulos calmly
replied, “What’s so hard to believe about that?
Who are these government officials? The ones
who are under investigation themselves currently.
. . . These are not choirboys.”
George Papadopoulos had christened himself
“patient zero,” indicating he believed he was the
initial target in Mueller’s laughable investigation.
In January, Papadopoulos was hired by the
board of advisors at C3 International, a pro-Trump
medical marijuana company. “There has been so
much misinformation about what my real case
was all about. It was about a professor I met in
London who the FBI told the world was a Russian agent,” Papadopoulos said on “Fox and
Friends.” “Because if I had told anyone in the campaign, it would have been a conspiracy, but it
would have been based on Western intelligence
basically fabricating the entire thing. . . . As I am
talking to Mueller’s people and they are trying to
get me to say something that I know is not true,
H
I just couldn’t.”
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Doubling Down on ‘Russian Collusion’
• Democrats can’t give up on Russian fairy tale, but real story involves Hillary’s meddling
By Donald Jeffries

W

hen the findings of special counsel Robert Mueller were finally
announced in late March, those
who had been trumpeting “collusion” fanatically didn’t take it very
well. Mueller found absolutely no evidence of
any “collusion” between the Trump campaign
and Russia. An exuberant Donald Trump called
it “complete and total exoneration.”
Democrats and anti-Trump celebrities were almost apoplectic in their reactions. Cher tweeted,
“I Have Not, Nor Will I Change My Opinion Of
trump, His Evil, Or His Ties To Russia. He Is up
to his Neck in Crime & Corruption.” Comedian
Chelsea Handler, tasteful as always, tweeted, “I
will admit my feelings for Mueller are conflicted
now and my sexual attraction to him is in peril,
but I still believe there is a lot more to come, and
we must all march in the streets if we don’t see
that report.”
This quickly became the new mantra, with
cries of “Release the full report” emanating from
every corner of the establishment.
Comedian Sarah Silverman, clinging to Russian fantasies like so many others, urged Trump
to “focus on finding, disabling and punishing
those who worked for Russia to attack the U.S.
election.”
While the world’s unlikeliest conspiracy theory retreated into the background, another possible foreign connection to the 2016 presidential
election emerged. Ukraine’s top prosecutor, Gen.
Yuriy Lutsenko, told “Hill TV” last week that he
has begun investigating whether his country’s
law enforcement apparatus purposefully leaked
financial records about recently convicted former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort
during the 2016 campaign, in an effort to assist

Hillary Clinton. Lutsenko was prompted by the
release of a tape recording that allegedly revealed a top law enforcement official admitting
his agency had leaked the records in order to
help Clinton’s campaign. This leaking of what
was dubbed “the black ledger” resulted in Manafort’s resignation from Trump’s campaign and
became a key allegation in the Russian “collusion” probe that went on for over two years.
The Ukrainian parliamentarian who released
the recording secured a court ruling that the
leak constituted “an illegal intrusion into the
American election campaign.” Lutsenko told The
Hill, “Today we will launch a criminal investigation about this and we will give legal assessment of this information.” Many believe that the
infamous Russian dossier obtained by retired
British spy Christopher Steele began when he
discussed securing evidence against Manafort
with top Justice Department officials.
Lutsenko also told The Hill that the Obamaera U.S. embassy had interfered in his efforts to
prosecute corruption cases in 2016. He stated
that the U.S. ambassador had given him a list of
defendants that he would not be allowed to pursue and also refused to cooperate in an investigation into whether U.S. aid had been misappropriated in Ukraine. The State Department
quickly issued a statement that it no longer financially supports Lutsenko’s office in its anticorruption mission and called his allegation
about the do-not-prosecute list “an outright fabrication.” Rep. Pete Sessions seemed to corroborate Lutsenko, writing in a private letter to Secretary of State Mike Pompeo that he should
recall the current U.S. ambassador, claiming that
she’d made disparaging comments about Trump.
Mueller’s findings of “no collusion” make even
more laughable all the endless reports by the
mainstream media that such connections were
real and treasonous. MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough
claimed the media had nothing to apologize for,

Audio Book: The Russia Hoax: The Illicit Scheme to
Clear Hillary Clinton and Frame Donald Trump

F

ox News legal analyst Gregg Jarrett reveals the real story behind Hillary Clinton’s deep state collaborators in government and exposes their nefarious actions during and after the 2016 election. The Russia Hoax reveals how persons within the FBI and Barack Obama’s Justice Department worked
improperly to help elect Hillary Clinton and defeat Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election.
When this suspected effort failed, those same people appear to have pursued a contrived investigation of President Trump in an attempt to undo the election results and remove him as president. The evidence suggests
that partisans within the FBI and the Department of Justice, driven by personal animus and a misplaced sense
of political righteousness, surreptitiously acted to subvert electoral democracy in our country. The book will
examine: Should Mueller have disqualified himself under the special counsel law based on glaring conflicts
of interest? Was fired National Security Adviser Michael Flynn unfairly charged with making a false statement?
With insightful analysis and a fact-filled narrative, The Russia Hoax delves deeply into Democrat wrongdoing. Narrated by Gregg Jarrett and Charles Constant. 8 hrs. and 29 minutes. The Russia Hoax audio book—
plays on any CD player . . . $35. Add $4 S&H inside the U.S. Order from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit
406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge, Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Order online at
www.AmericanFreePress.net.

YURIY LUTSENKO
Wants to know if Ukraine helped Hillary.
and declared, “What would you have had the
media do over the past two years when Donald
Trump lied throughout the 2016 campaign about
his contacts with Russia?”
Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.), one of Trump’s
most vocal critics in Congress, steadfastly clung
to the narrative and ignored Republican demands for his resignation.
Trump himself told “Fox News”: “[Schiff]
should be forced out of office. He is a disgrace
to our country.”
While Democrats clamored for the release of
the full Mueller report in desperate hopes of
some hidden impeachable offense, Trump announced his intention to release classified FBI
documents used to launch the investigation into
Russian election interference.
Attorney General William Barr told Congress:
“The investigation did not establish that members of the Trump campaign conspired or coordinated with the Russian government in its election interference activities.”
When the report is eventually released, it is
bound to have the prerequisite redactions, which
will in turn bolster theories that meaty evidence
is being covered up. Barr, one of Trump’s countless veteran Deep State appointees, clung to the
fanciful notion that Russia did interfere, just not
in cahoots with the Trump campaign.
WikiLeaks editor-in-chief Kristinn Hrafnsson
summed things up nicely, telling RT: “I have no
idea how the mainstream media, who were most
active in this Russiagate frenzy, will recover. I
simply don’t see that happening. In a normal
world, a lot of journalists would be emptying
their desks today.”
★
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A BLAST FROM BUCHANAN

Why Must the West Beg for Forgiveness?
By Patrick J. Buchanan

A

s the Democratic Party quarrels
over reparations for slavery, a new
and related issue has arisen, raised
by the president of Mexico. Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador has written
Pope Francis I and King Felipe VI
to demand their apologies for the Spanish conquest of Mexico that began 500 years ago with
the “invasion” of Hernando Cortez.
Arriving on the Gulf Coast in 1519, Cortes
marched in two years to what is today’s Mexico
City to impose Spanish rule, the Spanish language and culture, and the Catholic faith upon
the indigenous peoples.
“One culture, one civilization was imposed
upon another,” wrote President Lopez Obrador:
“There were massacres and oppression. The socalled conquest was waged with the sword and
the cross. They built their churches on top of the
temples.” He demanded that the king and the
pope ask for “forgiveness for the abuses inflicted
on the indigenous peoples of Mexico.”
Now, no one denies that great sins and crimes
were committed in that conquest. But are not the
Mexican people, 130 million of them, far better
off because the Spanish came and overthrew the
Aztec Empire? Did not 300 years of Spanish rule
and replacement of Mexico’s pagan cults with
the Catholic faith lead to enormous advances for
its civilization and human rights?
Or is there never a justification for one nation
to invade another, conquer its people, impose its
rule, and uproot and replace its culture and civilization? Is “cultural genocide” always a crime
against humanity, even if the uprooted culture

countenanced human sacrifice?
Did the Aztecs have a right to be left alone by
the European world? If so, whence came that
right? Which leads to another question: Are all
civilizations and cultures equal, or are some
more equal than others? Are some superior?
Before recent decades, most Americans were
taught to believe the West stood above all other
civilizations, and America was its supreme manifestation. And much of the world seemed to
agree. As for the assertion that all civilizations
and cultures are equal, that is an ideological
statement. But where is the historic, scientific or
empirical evidence to support that proposition?
How many people really believe that?
Spain’s Foreign Minister Josep Borrell said it
was “weird to receive now this request for an
apology for events that occurred 500 years ago.”
He wondered if Spain should seek an apology
from France for the invasion of the Iberian
Peninsula and crimes committed by the armies
of Napoleon, or if France could demand an apology from Italy for the invasion of Gaul by Julius
Caesar?
Unlikely to get an apology from the king,
Lopez Obrador may do better with Pope Francis
who is into begging for forgiveness for crimes
committed in the Spanish-Portuguese conquest
and rule of South America.
In Bolivia in 2015, the pope declared: “I say this
to you with regret. Many grave sins were committed against the native people of America in the
name of God. . . . I humbly ask forgiveness, not
only for the offense of the Church herself, but
also for crimes committed against the native people during the so-called conquest of America.”
As The New York Times related in its story on
the “chilly response” in Madrid to Mexico’s demand, other Western leaders—not only Barack

Pathetic Mexican President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador needs to learn his history. The Aztecs
had for centuries done much worse to the non-Aztec people of what is now Mexico than the Spanish
ever did, capturing throngs of their native neighbors, enslaving them and, in thousands of instances,
cutting out their hearts while they were still alive. Thank God the Catholic Spanish arrived to stop this
horror. Note that Cortez, with his few men, could never have conquered the Aztecs without the aid of
tens of thousands of willing native warriors who volunteered to help overthrow the Aztec butchers.

LOPEZ OBRADOR

Obama—are very much into this apology fad.
Justin Trudeau has apologized for Canada’s
mistreatment of its indigenous peoples. France’s
Emmanuel Macron has apologized for the torture of rebels in Algeria’s war for independence.
The Spanish right, however, is not with the
program. Alberto Rivera, leader of the Ciudadanos, called Lopez Obrador’s demand “an intolerable offense to the Spanish people.” Rafael
Hernando of the Popular Party dismissed it with
contempt: “We Spaniards went there (to Mexico)
and ended the power of tribes that assassinated
their neighbors with cruelty and fury.”
Behind this demand for an apology from Spain
and the Church is a view of history familiar to
Americans, and rooted in clashing concepts
about who we are, and were.
Have the Western peoples who conquered and
changed much of the world been, on balance, a
blessing to mankind or a curse? Is the history of
the West, though replete with the failings of all
civilizations, not unique in the greatness of what
it produced? Or are the West’s crimes of imperialism, colonialism, genocide, racism, slavery, and
maltreatment of minorities of color so sweeping,
hateful, and shameful they cancel out the good
done? Is the white race, as Susan Sontag wrote,
“the cancer of human history”?
As we see the monuments and memorials to
the great men of our past desecrated and
dragged down, the verdict among a slice of our
intellectual and cultural elites is already in.
Thumbs down. They agree with the moral shakedown artist of Mexico City.
Query: Can peoples who are ashamed of their
nation’s past do great things in its future? Or is a
deep-seated national guilt, such as that which afflicts many Germans today, a permanent incaH
pacitating feature of a nation’s existence?
——
Pat Buchanan is a writer, political commentator, and presidential candidate, Many of his books are available AFP’s BOOKSTORE.
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Is Time Wrong for a Third Political Party?
I do not believe having a third
party compete against the Republicans would help the conservative
cause. Hopefully, socialists will split
the vote and draw away from the
Democrats. Hillary Clinton may
have won the popular vote, but that
was because of immigrant and innercity voters, and they will always
vote for the Democrats because of
the benefits they offer them. Free
stuff is a good motivator to vote.
DOROTHY IRETON
Pennsylvania
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which would produce an increase in
newly created money up to 12 times
deposits. That would lead to hyperinflation, unless the fractional reserve system is canceled and all further loans require actual deposits to
back them. This will have the effect
of reducing the money supply as the
loans are paid since the newly created money will be canceled. This is
not a dollar for dollar process, but
prevents hyperinflation.
This mess comes courtesy of the
Rockefeller-Rothschild Bank, otherwise known as the Federal Reserve.
The Fed’s charter should be canceled.
H.H. JAMJYAN
Rhode Island

Merits of Income Inequality
In regard to a letter written about
minimum wage in AFP’s Jan. 28 &
Feb. 4 edition, my take follows. Income levels vary all over the map,
but only two ranges are important
here: low and high. One economic
function of people in the high-income range is capital formation, i.e.,
generate surpluses that finance future developments. In contrast, for
people in the low-income range,
there is a humanitarian requirement
to have the opportunity to earn a living wage.
At present, a living wage is out of
reach for many, due to excessive immigration of competing labor. That
issue can readily be eliminated.
However, for the long-term wellbeing of a nation, income inequality
must remain.
Inequality gets so much negative
publicity it has become an indelible
negative. Even some rich people are
all apologetic about being rich.
While visiting Africa, Barack Obama,
on camera, vented his frustration
about his wealth. He related that one
can only use so many rooms in a
house, drive a car so large, and eat
only so much. Similarly, Stuart Varney of “Fox News” showed Bill
Gates saying, “I do not deserve getting so much money just for having
luck and good timing.”
Since Gates feels he earned too
much, should we take his wealth
and hire personnel to manage the
loot? Who should we hire? The most
dedicated person to hire would be
Gates himself. Fortunately, capitalistic America gives Gates the honor
of keeping and managing his own
money. He does, of course, use his
wealth to further develop his products, and from that he benefits some
more, along with the world.
The world also benefits when the
wealthy buy products at sky-high introductory prices. Those high prices
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Build a Dynamic Wall

finance efforts to make the product
affordable for anyone.
Those who earned their wealth in
an honorable manner should inspire
many individuals to come up with
bigger and better things for their
benefit and for the world. Kudos to
the entrepreneurs.
CHRIS SCHNEIDER
Virginia

Take the Guns?
I was upset when I read Ron
Paul’s column from the March 25 &
April 1 issue of AMERICAN FREE
PRESS, and I feel that people need to
read the context as to why President Donald Trump said, “Take the
guns,” although even then I feel like
the law needs to be followed.
VIRGINIA BROOKS
Ohio
(On Feb. 28, 2018, during a
question-and-answer session with
legislators on school safety following the mass shooting at Parkland High School in Florida earlier that month, Trump said, “I
like taking the guns early, like in
this crazy man’s case that just
took place in Florida. . . . To go to
court would have taken a long
time. . . . Take the guns first, go
through due process second.”
This is what Dr. Paul was referring to when he blasted Trump
for not doing a better job standing up to gun-grabbers to safeguard Americans’ Second Amendment rights.—Ed.)

The Great Inflation Lie
The current rate of inflation is
about 8%, but the Federal Reserve
Bank says it is about 2%. The difference is how they measure it. The
reason this is the case is because
Social Security has a cost of living
requirement that would make Social
Security payments much higher. The
increase would be added to the
budget deficit since the Social Security Trust Fund was drained by
the government years ago. The increase in the budget deficit would
require even more printing of money
by the Fed, further increasing the
inflation rate.
Russia and China are preparing
to go to a gold standard, and if the
U.S. wants to participate, we have to
have gold. I do not believe that the
Fed has much gold at the present
time. The Fed used all the gold it
could obtain to pull the price lower
to about $1,000 an ounce after gold
reached almost $2,000 an ounce several years ago, hoping to get a selloff of gold. They got nothing.
My calculations indicate that the
equilibrium price for gold is about
$10,000 an ounce. To acquire gold,
the Fed could offer to buy gold at
possibly $5,000 an ounce. They will
get a lot of gold offered. This will
also produce a sharp increase in the
money supply and inflation. The increase in economic activity would
increase loan demand, which will
produce a further surge in the money
supply, because the banking system
is operating at an 8% reserve ratio,

I have followed Glenn Spencer’s
American Border Patrol position on
the wall and have concluded they
have the most logical solution. Spencer suggests that we use technology
to create a dynamic border, which
includes ground sensors that can
give ample warning when someone
or something is approaching the border. Sensors are already being used
in Nevada to secure Area 51, which
is also backed by armed patrols.
The American Border Patrol’s super-fast drone, “Hermes,” can provide high-definition video and can
follow intruders.
A physical barrier may be of use
to define the border on land. In the
Rio Grande River or on lakes, barriers cannot be used, but on the shore
and banks, the sensors work well.
I understand the issue of the wall
and companies that have connections politically, which are seeking
to cash in, but with money a hot issue today, the low cost of sensors
and drones versus construction
costs in remote areas will remove
some of the animosity between Democrats and Republicans.
DONALD SOMERVILLE
Nevada

Send Us Your Opinion
Write: Letters Editor, AFP, 16000
Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper
Marlboro, MD 20774. Send your emails
with your comments to editor@americanfreepress.net. Note: Please leave
your phone number in your letter and, if
possible, we will call you. We like to
print all sides of the issues, so please do
not think we won’t print your letter if it
is critical of AMERICAN FREE PRESS.
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Is There Really Someone in the Trump
White House Working Against the
Deep State Saboteurs—or Is “QAnon”
the Biggest Fraud on the Internet?

QAnon: An Invitation
to the Great Awakening

T

his book is a field guide to an important chunk of reality that’s been
carefully hidden and wrongly discredited by the media. It reveals an
extraordinary movement underway, a battle
of epic proportions. Whether you know it or
not, you’re involved because the result of this
battle will determine the fate of your children
and future generations both in America and
around the world. However, you may only be
vaguely aware of QAnon or “Q,” if at all.
If you value the truth, you will want to
learn about the QAnon movement and the
battle that is being waged on your behalf to
protect you and your children from abuse and
enslavement. The war between Good and Evil
is no longer merely symbolic. Evil is being
tried and brought to justice in federal courts
and military tribunals today. Criminally corrupt government leaders, celebrities, religious leaders, media figures, and corporate
heads will be tried and punished for crimes
involving treason, human trafficking, ritual
sacrifice and unspeakable perversions.
QAnon: An Invitation to the Great Awakening tells the history of an anonymous
poster on the free speech websites 4Chan and
then 8Chan and how he (or perhaps they)
built a following of millions of viewers
worldwide. With an insider’s knowledge of the

battle plan (see “The Plan to Save the World”),
and “Q”-level military intelligence clearance,
QAnon’s communications are often cryptic
and coded. QAnon is a master of the Socratic method, asking questions and imploring
followers to do their own research, to be logical and to think for themselves.

This book was written by 12 “Anons,”
anonymous “Q” followers, decoders and citizen journalists known collectively as “Where
We Go One We Go All” (WWG1WGA). They
each know a great deal about QAnon, each
bringing their own unique perspective and experience. Together they give you an overview
that may encourage you to learn more. The one
thing they are all convinced of: QAnon is not
only real, but an insider with White House connections and this book offers many proofs to
substantiate this claim.
Have you been convinced by legacy media
claims that “Q” is a hoax or a “conspiracy theory”? Instead, consider why the media would
insist that you—a thinking and capable
adult—should avoid “Q” at all cost? If a mere
“conspiracy theory,” why all the attention?
What ideas are so dangerous you should never hear them? Is there another side to the story? Read QAnon: An Invitation to the Great
Awakening and judge for yourself.
Order your copy of this stunning book
(softcover, 270 pages, $25 plus $4 S&H inside
the U.S.) from AFP, 16000 Trade Zone Avenue, Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
or call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge,
Mon.-Thu. 9-5 ET. Order the book online at
AmericanFreePress.net. For foreign S&H email
Bookstore@AmericanFreePress.net.

